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.
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PREFACE

_

-Casa 'Del Sol-ResidentiarUnit-sponsored by the Mexican American Unity Council

opened its doors to the community on April, 1975. Casa Del Sol is the only

Chicano halfway hou86 in San Antonio utilizing a biling,m1 -bicultural

alcoholism service delivery model. The Cultural assessment questionnaire

model was designed and developed by July, 1976 after;intensive research.

. .

The theoretical framework of the assessment model belongs toDr. Padilla.'

and Dr. Carlos from California. This assignment was the genesis towards

of the traditional clinical approach utilized in alcoholism

treatment. Chicands coming from the barrio were bilingual-bicultural'

individuals, and their need8 required a'different delivery-system.,

This bilipgual-bicultural model is an operational questionnaire technique.

After its initial implementation into treatment some people were

and skeptical due to its psychd,cultiaralimpadt. There were doubts about

its validity manifested by program staff implicitly and explicitly who
-

-Were culturally assessed with the model. The overall evaluation of staff

suggested that Lhis technique.would require cultural training.

As criticisms sporadicallycontinuedand ambivalent feelings were subtly

discusSedI was inspired and motivated to demonstraterthaCcultura was the

inception of-any society. The traditional Anglo middle-class the utic
tr-

npdelE;imare ineffective and irrelant with Chicno8. The cultural back-
, ,

ground,,and language of theChicaDo was absent in- the proCess. ChiCanOs'

1 desperately neededamodified.and/or innovative approach, and thi8 model
.

served as thevehicle into the intervention. process. Novell-Bet; 19761:

.

.
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the mdssIngaink was unearthed and incorporated to complete the profile.

This profile entailed the correlation. between Chicano alcoholism and-

cultural conflict as a probable cause.

More than (70) seventy- culturar questionnaires have been administered to

in-coming Chicano clients within NAUC's SPecial Impact Area. Those clients

who have'been exposed to the assessment model and that have continued

intothe cultural awareness training program have emancipated fraa the

innocent ignorance of their self-identity. This cultural. renaissance has

been very influential. Some clients have become crusaders in search of

cultural freedom. The impact of the newly acquired kmbwiedge later per-

meates into the barrio promoting cohesiveness and reinforcing dormant

cultural values and tradition.

v
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Introduction

The etiology of the social phenomenon of.alcoholism among Chicanos-is a

coMbinatioasof biological, psychological,r'and soc4o- cultural factors

relating to alcohol abuse. The author's perspectiveon this work:Ail}

entail and attempt to explidate the relationship of Chicano barrio

.alcoholism and cultural conflict. Cultural conflict is mentioned implicitly

and explicitly throughout the paper as a probable cause for Chicano alcoholism.

The origins of-conflict are traced historically in a cultural context.

The Treaty of G.Zadalupe-Hidalgo of 1848 legalizes the cultural oppressi41

that most Chicanos in America. have suffered because of "sUinerged" status..

Alcohol abuse by Chicanos.as a Means for'social entertainment, ritual

jouiposes, or "escaping social reality" needs to be re-examined on, ts usage.

The existential feelilig.of barrio Chicanos who have conditioned thel'alselves.

to avoid tension and conflict by being.submissive.have by this choice

negated their freedom inadvertently to lae,Sully human. This results from
-

c'the impact of the Angio-Ameridan culture fore it;economical,

social, and cultural beliefs and practices upon a "mincity Culture,"
.

Alcohol abuse and alcoholism has become an,oppressive social lubricant

which has effectively carried out its intuitive preScribed. role.

alicano.alcoholism needs to be tackled and combated utilizing the reality

the indi;Tidual lives in:- That realeity is defineoilticulture: Personally,
a c

Chicano alcohol abusers Ind alcoholics .calm be reached through the process

Of humanization. This prodes, of course,-should haVe been a natural

It
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process in life; but oppression deAumanizes people. The rest of the

introduction will focus on the thesis,Of the project.-

The purpose of this proje6t is to discUss and describe a bilingual- . -

bicultural serviqe delivery treatment model that can be implemented to -

allow the individual "to redevelop his/her consciousness. It is our assimp-
,

tion,:that Chicano alcohol abusers need to iecreate.their.self-image which

has been rejected, ridiculed, and submerged through the process of oppres-

sion. This has esulted in cultural aMbiNialency and paradoxical behavior.

The cultural assessment model identifies cultural values, beliefs, and

behavioral charaaeristics that may causing internal stress and:dOubt.

It also provides the practitioner information concerning the individuart

cultuial awareness and loyalty.,

Throughout the historical and cultural perspective section of his paper
A

'reference is made to' the conflicts between the Anglo-Mexican culture. The

confliCt is'further manifested in the paper during the treatment of the
. i

barrio alcohol'abuser because the causation theories exiiilaining.alcoholism

are Somewhat egocentric. The cultural assessment model serves' as the

inception for and cultural awareness. It enables the iRdividual to

regain self -confidence.and dignity whi is attained through various methods.

This model will. initiate a process of critical self-evaluation, and promotes

a collective consciousness. ';he cultural model e.emonstratesthe deep and

profound effort .on alternatives to help ChiCanos i.n the barrio who be

orated in alcoholism.

7
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I. Chicano Historical Introduction

A. Cultural-Historical Heritage

)

-\_ .k .,-
r

Alth ugh culture'encircle§-not only history, but also language, fine arts,

and literature, our main4concern at this time is history. We must in

vestigate and analyze the past in order to better understand the present.

Chicano* cultural-heritage 'vitiated long before the settlement of Plymouth
I z

Rock in 1692. Civilization the highest order developed throughout

Mexico., reaching its high level o culture sane 900 years after Christ,

givihg the Chicano a rich and glorious past.

Focusing our perspectives"closer to the pr@sent, the Mestizo which resulted

from the joining of the Spaniard and native inhabitants 'has been deve

ing since 1519. Some our hundred and fifty years have elapsed since then,

but the intentions of several countries to establish colonies within

Mexican territory produced conflicts which still prevail today.

These conflicts resulted,frOm the difference in. culture; it is only logical

that when you try to impose. one upon the other, that conflict

place. It was toward the end of the eighteentVgry that

will take

cultural

conflicts started to appear in Texas. "thus, history of the Chicano must

always be brought up as he can be understood:only within his histori

context."1

of

ChiCano: ,The word Chicano is used in general terms to identify the MexiCan-
Airerican population, but refers spedifically to ChicanosWbase
socialization process has been in an urban setting; especially,
those who live in the 'barrios of San7Antonio.



Castaneda mentions that the development of Texas opened up to exploration
4

when C4tian Alonzo de Leon-was gr6eted friendly'by.the native Tejas

Indians in 1689.
2

After a series of expeditions the Spanish explorers -

started to colonize the land and by 1730 communities had evo ved.

Territorial change came after the Spanish acquisition of the Lou ana

Territ -dry in 1763,. The withdrawal of troops from the Texas- region in-
4

creased the hostility of the Indians and caused missions and settlements

to be abandon

By the end of the eighteenth centuryof the twenty-
seven missions .established in Texas, only six were
still functioning and the civilian population was
i-educed ± 3,500.6

After 1810 the became even more pronounced; Mexico was encouragin

immigration into Northern Mex, cb because Of the fear of ,colonization by/

France, England and the United States. MeXicohad launched. their

S independence movement against the Spanish governrht ruling Mexico. The
4

Anglo--Americans* east of the Mississipp:. River had alto fabricated an

ideology and' scheme whichWas to be k:-mil -ter as --- Manifest Destiny.
,

Intrusion into Texas territory by means of land,grants started with Moses-

AUtin. Though he died before he could carry out his colonization schem4,

bis son, Stephen F.'Austi_a brr ;ht over 300 Anglo families in 1825. to

settle in Texas.

*Anglo A:mericans: Descendants ol the Anglo-Saxon race whose cultural
heritage derives from European culture. Their pr
language is English. The Anglo-colonizers first settled
in Tejas as they continued to take over the Soutpwest.

4
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Rivera and Meier mentioned the following about the Anglo-Americans who

were requestingland-grants in Texas:

::These grants wrezien with conditions that included
good moral character, had to be or would become
art -holic,and swear an _oath of loyalty to Mexico, her
language and culture; most failed to do so and
developld their own social pattern.4

By 1830 there were about25,000 AMericans Id Texas, compared with about'

4,000 Spanish-speaking-Mexicans. The impact of 113nifF,gt Destiny was en-
, \1

couraging and confusing to 1:ie Mexican Indians residing in ,the Texas area.

The /natives were confused with the sudden influx of Anglos, especially;

becaise they wererrivilg from the East of the Mississippliver and

were also white. A reconquest of the land? According to Nahuatl 5151th-.

ology wheri the Spanish, conquistador, gernando Cortes, encountered the Aztec
1

'Indians they thought he was the Aztec prothised d, Quetzalcoatl. Quetznloaatl

had pledged to return one day to his people. The indians were pushed

further out again.

The "American" colonizerarUexas wanted their independence from Mexico

after a fewshor years. Mexico
- in 1829 had.abOlished slavery. In 1830

Austin traveled to-Mexico City seeking repeal and separation-of Texas

from Coahuila: Moses. Austin was jailed but sent a letter to the-Texas

colonists urging independent. government. The change in government in.
.

MOico in 1834 added fuel to the fire, siding with the Mexican - federalist

.and'demanding return of the 18244COnstitution.'. March 2, 1836 Texas s-deClared

. its independence... On March 6, 1836 Santa Anna-defeated the Anglo rebels

at the Alamo and later took oyer:Gpaiad. General SantaAnnawaslater

captured by San gd:uston at-the battle of San. Jacinto. Not mall the Ameridan

-3-
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nation was pleased with tile Texas revolution that was taking

president, John Quincy Adams, stated tOzthe House of Representatives on

May. 25, 1836: .

Your war,, sir is to be a war of races----the.Anglo
Saxon American pitted against the Idorris- h-Spanish-
Arcerican--a war between the northern andsouthern
halves- of North Arrerica: that will
be your, cause in such a war? AggTO.s 6onquest
and ,the reestablishment of slavery .where it has..
been. abolished.

ro

AN

. J.
, .4

The go nt of Central Mexico expressed:rese.ntfu.1,/eelin- know-Ing the

,
loss of Texas would inevitably reSult in the ,lgss of iiiew,ktmico and

AA

California. Their national existence, acquired at the-cost of 'so much

blood would end and disappear. Texas finally was annexed by the t.S.

government in 1845.* s

In 1846 the United States,deatared war on Mexico as 'a result of the clash

in the diSputed triangle between the NueceS and Rio Grande rivers. Since

ra.1i fornia had already succunbed by 1847, New Mexico was taken without a

fight by Colonel Stephen Kearny. NewfMexicans and the California people

were guaranteed respect for civil and property rights. The war had

bad for Mexico. Internal disunity and mistrust had demoralized the ill-

trained army.. Mid-August at,thapultepec hill, one hundred Mexican military.

cadets- (Ninos-Heroes), fought bravely, but in 'vain against the invading

Amaridan military ±orces.

*Texas was the first state to be annexed into the Uhited States
.,ia the Southwest after .a short span of approximately 20-25 yeansa
-during the Anglo, conquest.. Historically, Mejicanos-rTejahos-Chicanos.
have suffered from economic oppressioh after the colonization period.
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- 5B. Birth piThe Chicano Nation

.

On February 2, 1848 the Gbadalupe-Hidalgo teatY of 1848 was-S,ignedby\

both -Mexico knd the,Uilited Statessending':the United States /Mexican Ar.
._ .. -,

-This treaty created the Intel-national, imaginary boundary between-LiOdicO
---!--)

,_'and the Unlied
..0

States_ of America. ...The Gupdpibpe-Ilidalgo Treaty of 1848:: , ,

tuaranted the fol1owipifor'the,"Meji6ano's" who lived in Northern MeXico
, ..... - -, .. 4 ,,, . a

,

(Southwestern U.S.)-: -
'

_

..!:
1 . ,

..,. 9 .

...j;) property rights , -

.
2) linguistic freedom , , 4 ,i.s',"

'.. a-3) cultural identity ..
r

The following are some results'of the treaty of 1848:

--,1)the Mexicans r*maining in America were labeled
-Mexican-Ameritns

.21 identified as a'nminority"

3) Mexico lost of its national territory

4) Mejicanos became the foreigners in their own land

5) continuation of cultural conflict between two ver y
distinct cultures

6) 1848-1977 = 129 years of Chicano existence and
oppression

- 5

"Although the treaty provided guarantees of individual rights to former

citizens,.it failed to take into cons ration their rights as a distinct

cultural identi ° Finally, years of misunderstanding and conflict betIv6eil"

the two groups led ,to the situation in which the.Mexican-American found

-ro.
lands gone, his."religion seriously challenged and himself a citizen Of a'

country whose language, 'aws and social customs he did not understand.



. \ ,

?,
,Meier and. ItiVera _wrote -about the conflict that. would eventually-affect the

, , - s
, ?.. 1

al!...pirst, 80,000 Mexican Citizens living in the United States:,v-,.
Conflict :was, unavoidable as Anglo-Anse,rican and Mexican-
Americlarlf'sticieties net. Thus despite treaty gLzarantpes-
i of prayierty rights and equal ity,,of full citiz,ehip,'.,

.,_

t bitte-r*s:gs and conflict continued between the Akqlos
?' And' the. Meidean Americans during the I...st half of the

, 1,

nineteenth, century-.

..
,

/ L. :
Anglo culture might have a,ssimilated the Mexican at this

'time -had. .the Ameriaii people and/goverment been thought
`fully aware of the..baSis-of conflict in the differences
betWeen: the two cultures. aut,littie. or no thou was
given to the socio-economic, and political well-be
of Mexiban Americans at this -Um; because of racial
attitudes based on color and the unwillingness of the
majority culture to accept :them as equals Then cane
the Mexican revolution-of 1910, which unleashed an

' .irmigrant flood that expanded and exacerbated the exist
ing Anglo-Mexitan cultural conflict:8' c '

.

As the only minority, apart frogt,. the Indians, ever i..cqt.iired by conquest

7

the Mexican-Americans have been subject to socio-economic and political

discrimination, as well as a, great deal of violence at the hands of the
4

Anglo conquerors. "There were,-morelle:d.can-Americans in the SOuthwest

lynched during 1865-1910;l'than of black Americans in the Southwest."9

While the racial tension and discriminatory practices continued; Mej icanos
;plsogradually continued to rove into Texas and the rest of"the country.

Between 1890' and 1960three different Migratory movements from Mexico

came to the/Tin d States. Listed,below are three 'different migratory

16e-;r1-0111s ,

17 1890-1910

2) during the Mexican Revolution.,1910-39

3) World War II- - Bracer() program

-6-
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World War II created a shortage of manpow
1

ih the United_Stated and.both.

governments Again agreed to contract thelleXicaA! iiind-grant. As a result )of
, 'N . .! --.

this imnigration, the Southwest.. and especially Te.beeame the _reservoir :'.

of cheap labor that could. be e,xplditeii by the American agriculture and -
-, ,

10 , 1.-'
,

th.o.12= ssitidiv_of `the fron? a rur).1,status t7TrIP right' after the World
" -;

War II. Prom the 1930 onward cans became an,.integralissector of the--
, t

;expanding movement to the

d be .decribed as

urban cities, so that by 1970 only 15 percent,
,

. The recelotion of minorities into the Turban
r. .1S

areas for-better econarci<security was discduraging and extremely difficult.

Anti-Mexican feelings were -widespread. and overt throughout the Southwest;'

one could see-,signs reading.

Only. White Labor Employed and No Niggers, MexicAns
or Dogs Allowed, which were evidence of the feel- -

ings and attil-udes tliat the Anglo society shared.11

Y

The perpetuation of cultural conflict erupted into the,,"Zoot-Suit Race
,=- ,--, i

Riots" at Los Angeles, California-on June 3, 1943: Even though th

Bracero Program had been Instituted for the 'benefit- of the American

; the clash of cultures again left a stinging impact on*both sides
'after the riots. The Zoot-Suiters were considered "Chicano juvenile gang s)

nembers,-"%who were viewed as being genetically criminal This action only/
reinforced that the "Melting Pot Concept" which had been fabricated for

certain minorities to assimilate. only. The riots generated' the "i3achuCo

stereotype" which'is Presently. still misUnderstood by Chicanos and Anglos.

4
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In concluding the historical-,developrent. of the C1icano, I will further
. , .

pLineat4 the-highlients-of those essential eirent:s and outcomes:
- . 16 ,. 7. , - , 0

,
.- . /.,

1) Gua...dalupe-Hidalgc; Treaty of 1848*.-- the" creation -of the Mex:i.
flmhcan-mirioriity; Chicanos have resided in AllErici-.for the past4

- 129. years;: ' :'r. _' '1
ie--

''

2) Anglo-American Tprejudice.§and racists attitudes have been direct
violations of -our cultural iderttity as guaranteed by the treaty of

a

07 1'1' ,

3)- Even though.; we are the original inhabitants in the Southwest and,
owners of this 03.nd, through econcmit.exploitation and inferior ,5

education, Chimes ,at .a.inajoriV are no longer property _grwherS
and have been formal education-, r

4) Anglo-Awricanization by assimilating the Chicano into the -American a-
7:dream has matatained the dividing line between the two cultures;

5) Cuitural;Conflici deMoilstrates that'Chialiaos want to keep their
identity and li_Wyle; .

gs
.,

,. .

6) Zoot-Suit ilaCe Riots in 1943 generated a-national stereotype of
the Chicano beinguKenile and Problem-prone (PachiquismD);

:7) The Chicano individual and community are heterogeneous entities;

8) Chicano cultural and historical consciousness;

In situation the aloren2entiOneel, it becbmes necessary to ask ourselves

again "why doesn't the Chicano assimilate," or "why should
.he" -if he feels

comfortable being Chicano and with.his lifestyle? -Hopefully, I anticipate
*

that someday we locate the proper avenues tD coritat.segregatiiri,
. .

discrimin-

e
ation, exploitation, drug addiction and _alcoholism., etc. Through re-ession

"into the past ive can come to a cl5arer understanding of our present situation

as' a minority striving to maintain its cultural iDeauty and roots that have

been belittled and dehumanized by the oppressing forces of society..

*Guadalupe-Hidalg-o Treaty of 184 The min thing about this -document
that writers want to emphasize is .that the ,United States of America never
honored the.treaty. Though, 129 years have elapsedmost Chicanos still
identify with ,Aheir language *and culture..
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Casa Del Solis Perspective'

Before elabo g specificaily about Chicano culture, reiteration on the
becomes: inevitable at tits poini. Utilizing the psychocultural

systems -approach by means'of an 'operational que;tionnaire technique has .

enabled the alcoholic'br,a5titioner to -identify several esgeirtia_vfzetors.
Chicano cultiiize awareness and loyalty, and its relationship tct:Linglo-Mexican

4, 7
cultural conflict as a probable cause for -theindiviaual s' alcoholism
surfa.ce S. on certain qt,estion

- ,

individualized treatment plan

The designing 'and implementation of an

becomes feasible. This ciltural,assessment is
,inclusive of the'historical development of the Chicano. The alcoholism.-

intervention process entails a cultural awareness training prograth .

This, historical introduction necessitates' further e]
-

Sol utilizes a very unique and comprehensive cultural training program for
alcohol abusers during treatment. The cultural program addresses itself to

othose cultural characteristics that ' se the Chicano culture. Keeping in
mind that the Chicano culture is extremly diversified.

rAtion and Casa Del

.,
.

Developing "consciousness" enables those Chicano alcohol abusers' and alcoholics
.

to have something to abita.in frdm during his recovery process. The rebirth:

of historical and cultural awareness and its relationship to alcoholism in
the barrio is discussed and traced back to its evolution as a problem.
Implicit in the cultural treatment is the effort to make the client recognize
the presenting problem (alcohol), causes, effects, and "alternatives" to
eliminate_ the problem.

-9-
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1.

-Chicanos entering"4the treats at arse faced with the problem of having

a
a

therapists win' do; hat undistand the Chicano Ature:z. The following section

:describer the 'Chicano, culture in general terms and the historical
°

. . . r ,
r

implicAions-ofrthe itpOsition of one culture on another Will be discussed.

`Those helping barrio alcoholics need to re-examine their bwri. cultural aware --
aness-and understanding:,

a .4:II._ Chicano Culture And Characteristics
-

Attempts to Tatioralige aid discuss alcoholism in \the barrio would be unjust

because the focus then entails the .drinking aspect only. *Throughout this

section the ChicahWS culture will be examined and presented in general

terms, but primarily concentrating on the barrio probleMed di-iLiker* since

Casa Del Sol operates within .a designated impact area. Mbst Cbicano-

practitioners in the area:of alcoholism are familiarizing themse-lves with
. .

the 'cultural faCtors that contribute to the developamnt of alcoholism.
-

.7-
A general of culture would.mention that culture is the integrated
system of learned beha,vior patterns which are characteristic of th4' mernhers

'ISof a society and,which° are not the'reSult of biological inheritance. 13 In

generarierms-it simply mans the lifestyle, one lives andpractices which

has been transmitted from generation to generation.

new values and beliefs.adopt

As tin3e. follows 'people
o

*Barrio problerred drinker: This word is used interchangeable with the
term heavy drinker, alcohol_ abuser and'a.lcohdlic to depict those whose
pe onal -familial, environmental and working relationships .have been

ected due to the excessive use of alcohol.

S
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tural Identi 4

.7

:740

0.

. 1,

7 \ . ,

cano cultureis the interaction of t1,16 dominant cultures: The.
i

-

_Aod.can and Anglo cultures., Chicanos nznifest characteristics°,from both

cultuv.s. Thus, the Chino alcoholic is bilingual and bicultural- The
.

transmission of the Mexican culture amongdicanos has =had its-major iMpact
, ,.; .. . =k, ..

,t

in the barrio. . fI
-

Chicano cultural tranpni.\. ion-starts:with the family-athome .The extended

family
.

. 4 .

hns-been the Chicano's survival link for maintaining the language, 1-',

unity and ritual kinships (conpadrazgo, padrino, etc.). The particular
.

.1ifestyle'Chicanitos experience at bone and,the cultural values that are

adopted by the children in the barrio often results in a cultural confkict.

at school4 There are maKy reasons
;

for this. Spanish along with other

cultural values, such as diet, attire, customs, tradition, and attitudes

in general will define the perception of themselves and reality. Burma

(1970) states that:

Children receliTe most of thedx attitudes
i

through the process of socialization
into the' particular cultural or sub-
culture.

. - r

Thus, the Chicano family network has played a very integral role as one of-
,

the instruments for cultural identifidation.
ch.1

alcoholic:8 are .

part of thi8 socialization process.

. .
5

Other "unconscious" survival oRchanisms for Congnuing cultural identity

The Spanish.ianguage is the-mast identifiable

within the larger society are as'follows:

Cultural symbols:

,

culture and linguistic 1 existing that serve as-the basis to
fi . k

transmit all other ltural syMbols and values. Iffel0a. Flores explains



I

.

. that "cultural cohesion"-in'the barrio hat endured

rechaniams

.c?

e of survival

Language beconts a means fbr,:mmintaining'..
not only_ internal solidarity ,'butfor

mmintainipemandaries with outside groups.'

The Chicano dtplect is a very IntiEhte,art of"exiSretswn.and cultural

idiocyncrasis. The..4Spanish language is spoken in varying.diafObts in the
i

barrios' depending on the degree of acculturation. lost Chicano alcoholics
. 3

express. themselves in Spanish.

s?

Community location:' The majority of Chicanos reside
A

in arrios which

are at different degrees c4;American acculturation, "IletmarisYis

in a constant change as different forces (systems/impact on it."16

N
Yet, at the sane time th tiarrio is a buffer for protection.4again.st

.z

. .

. 'culturalgenocicre.
,
The mobility of familiea coming in and gcdnglart-of

; . .

-_ /
.

the barrio because\of socio-economic factors contribute to its transient
.

make -up. .The influx of Mexican immigrants is another characteristic
,

found in `-the_barrio."
i

Chicano psychology: The value system Chicano alcoholics operate from
-,

,1
. .

-52s contingent upon their lifestyle and assimilation. Cultural beliefs
.,.,

and practices are oftenicOntinued. even after leaving the barrio. Certain

customs, events, 'ritual traditions-and values are internalized forever

into. the ChiCanos' mind. The following;are cultural elements that

necessarily be cons4ered.as affedting Chicanos psychologiCal herit

.z.4. ":

folk medicine -

barrio mythology -

fiestas and anat

curanderismo

as

comida rrejicana:

religious ideology (Catholics)

suerttitions, cuentos,'etd.

and rituals

extended family, concept - compadrazgoirespeto/unidad



The cultura4/fieritage the Chicano ouffany.naintains is infinite. Chicanbs

haiiealwayswantedtobeChicands,-butsocietythinks differently. Simmons
)
°

states in hiS (1961),study,done at Border City, TeXas the following Anglo-
_

Americans' assumptions and expectations held.

/Accordingly, Angio-Americans believe that
Mexican-AmericaRs must be accorded full
acceptance And equal status in the - larger
society. Anglo- Americans believe that the

-, assimilation of Mexican-Americans is only .

a matter of,time, contingent solely on the
full incorporation of.Anglor-American,
values and ways of life. Anglo-Ameildans
expect "Mexicans" to become just like
themselves, and believe that; Mexicans are
assimilable) -7

117

,c-

Though Anglo-Americans assume that "Mexicans are inferior because they are,
3/1.)ically and n turally Mexlcan," it is-perceptible that Chicanol will have

to start raising the "gringos level of'consciousness.". There is .nothing

aore beautiful than having natural bronze skin and having a,rich cultural

heritage and language. Chicano families within the 1:163-ewood-School District

commented on culture tilat-tN,

The majority of Chicanos have' recognized
that their culture has proven to be sat-
isfactory in their life.18

This
yinforma n wa.s gathered, from sociological research and measured 7!,001

.

level of significance:"cgThat means'that out of 1,000 responses given by

Chicano adults,' 990 answ4ed that ,"cultura6 brought personal satisfaction to

their live;. AssimilatiN into the America way of life has been reffited

by nest Chicano 'especially by those alcohol abusers and alcoholics who

have not been totally acvatu'rated and maintain a bicultural identity!. This

antivalency.could be at the roots of the drinking prObledil



A

1

B. Cultural-Conflict

IIP

The socIg-economic, political, and psychological. effects that the mentioned

historical events inherently left on Chicanos have probably been detrimental

to the lifestyle and mental health. status
L./

of.Chicanos, Chicanos may not be

\).
co cioueof pli/the implications; Impositiononsequences, and repercussions

of tfie Chicano ;experience in America, but the product's are visible both

'exiNrnally.(envirOnmental) and internally (personality). 'Generally, Chicanos

are not aware of what happened h4storicallk t th , and that their economic

status is due to oppression. .

Disclosure and descriptions of various effects will be discussed to better

understand the situation the Chicano people and community share. The Chicano

minority, the largest in"ti:ie-Southwest, has fought to survive against the

systPmmtic-tactics of cultural genocide--cultural and ethnic isolation

(segregation). The Chicano's right to ual representation in the overall

11)'socialization process has been subjugated hrough cultural oppression and

American ration.

Chicano discrimination is reflected upon the depressed_socio=economic and

political conditions of the podr and.working class people living in the barrio.

The aging urban barrios are "strongholds" wheie most people have had to

relegate themselves to menial jobs, poorteducation, limited employment

oppoitunities, and environmental social conditions. The representation of

Chicanos in the political area is almost non-existent. This is another

important factor that has contributed to the econom cal deprivation of the

Chicano population. The educational system has been one of the main

contributors of conflict.

-14-



ithe experience of the Chicano alcoholic in the ed,catisnal.system hat:

generally been one of inferior quality; but not,all Chl-canos.have'hadAhe

...._same outcome in school. The Chicanos residing'in the urban areas have

suffered 'the most from gaininEleverything possible at school and at the

same.time hale constantly rebelled to maintain their cultural identity.

Burna (1970) explains in his article that "formal institutions arise" that

unction as th,e Anglos socialization proLess of American assimilation. Be

'further states that:

',The chief means of which a culture re--
produces itself are agencies--an ed-
ucational system-through)which the "cul-
ture heritage of the 'nation" is. trans-.
matted from one generatidn to' the next.'

Education, the vehicle for seeking the opportunities that are available in

society hinders the Chicanos from an early age.in school. Sone Chicanos

using -the 1 e of the "Casa." namely Spanish, have been belittled and

condemned at school by:theethnically different teacher who pramotet more

cultural alienation in the child's mind. The Chicano learns and experiences

during his /her childhood years the :coldness and hostility held by the .'

school towards his native tongue andithnicity. CuitUral amavalency then

leads to a paradoxical self-image. The educational section of the Raza

Unida. Party's platform explains:

Consequently, his desire to .learn is -

extinguished or, where the desire. con-
tinued to exist, he must deny his cul-
ture, background, history, and his very
self. The educational system has failed
to cope with the culturally different
child in 20

-15-
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The impact of discrimination in-conjunction with those prejudicial, attitudes

and beliefs manifested by the dominant society has-greatly impaired the selfr-

concept held by Chicanos of who they ale. Their psychological ambivalency

is captured by Roberto Morales who presents a paper on 'the'need for

Fexican American cultural self-identity.

The Mexican American child, ri ed
at sdheol soon questions his.ac worth-as
a person; his ,self-confidence becades im-
paired;-he soon-resorts to protective devices--
the pecking:Orders, one could.sgy, in-Which
if a person is humiliated, fie seeks someone
to humiliate-in-turn. The obvious target is
family and community.

So confusion andlbUbt of self, *Pith all
its disquieting, eatureS, projects itself on
those responsible for causing him to be
different, guaranteeing that he woulith
incur ridicule and rejection. k0b18.ously,
his parents are partially guilty; surely,
the cannunity .as well, if made up mostly
of Chicanos, because he feels a sense. of
Shame of self, and they too become valid.
objects :of his projected self -hate and
identity denia1.21 4

The correlatioi between the culture of poverty and racism are coil live

indicators of cultural oppression; poverty being the socio-economic effect of

an " attitude" --Anglo racism. The Latino Task FOrce,on Mental Health, state:

Racism as a pathological force which per-
me s the dominant Anglo culture and
whist contributes to illness within the
Latino community, must be identified in
a clearer perspective. 22.

The reaction of the Chicano as a victim of circumstances in an.oppessive

society has eyolved into a variety of socia.lfproblEE. The usage of drugs,

to. compensate

for his ambivalency are somewhat more "visible" in the lower Chicano-working

alcohol abuse, and in "deviant behavior" in order

-16-
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class population. Imelda Flores has oberved that the Chicano client's

perception of. the "problem" is often misinterpreted.

Chicano's re

Before labelin someone with a certain

be careful to study whether what he is
psychiatric di osis, the_worker should

perceiving as deviant given the customs,
traditions, values, and history of the
Mexican American Clients.23

ion. to Anglo "cultural invalidation" and rejection" is

stmmarized by the Latino Task Force;

.Mhat the dominant society, and, in'par-
ticular, Anglo social scientists, fail
to understand s that, in the face of
his attack on1'nself and his cultur;
:the Latino can only respond ;I behavioral.
ways which are familiar to him. Thus,
what occurs is that under the threat of
personal aildaultural invalidation, and
under the oppression of exclusion and re-.
jection*, which prevent him for realizing
himself as a person'with dignity (being
relegated to menial non - productive jobs,
ghettohOnsing=in short,.socio-emotiopal--._
dastratim of hiS'manhoOd)4.the Latino
man's only means to,comPensate is to
over7cOmPensate.. Be manifests an extreme
caricature of the male norms of the
Latinoculture=-extreme assertion of
himself; uomanizing."parrandiando".'
boasting, "andar con la.palomia,".,
alcoholism, etc.24

The-Latino is not accepted on this own cultural erns, and cannot

-be assimilated into a racist society; thereby.resulting in the, situation

described by R.D. Laing:

-The experience and behavior tlmt gets
'labeled schizophrenic is a specialized
strategy that a person invents in.o er
to live in 'his unlivable situation. -

Hopefully, as practitioners become aware and sensitive to the Chicano



population the problem of. alcoliolisnr in the barrio will be better understood.

The stressful lifestyle of Chicalio alcoholics is Cruased by an abundance,of

social and economic -factors. How can an agency help those experiencing

alcoholism in the barrio? What types of theories are 'adopted to explain why

Chicanos drink?

The existing traditional models of causation has given little or no atten-

tion 'to the unique cultura:I, social, and environmental factors affecting

Chicano alcoholics. Casa Del Sol accepts the multi- causation theory.*

Although this multi-causation theory has the most .widepread acceptance,

numerous single theories continue -to predominate according to the prac-

26
titioneri s selection or the discipline he -represents. The following

section will review some theories.

- III. Causation Theories And Chicano Alcoholism

It is extremely difficult s to pinpoint the reasons why some Chicanos in this

society oVerindUlged in the consun7ption Of alcoholic beverages. Of course,

. all individual cases of alcohol abuse and alcoholism are sccEwhat distinc-

tive, but at th6 same time all are very similar. 'The,_similaritST among

-Chicanos is the.usage of beer, liquor, or wine and their dependency on

alcohol to .function with daily activities The Chicrrio .abuser and alcoholic

*Virliti=causation Theory: The causes of, alcoholism are admittedly unimown,
although the nurber of theories that have been advanced are as ntnerous-
as the professions and scientific disciplines concerned with the problem.
No single theory has-yet proved adequate to explain the complex of ,symptoms
'which are collectively termed alcoholism, alcohol addiction, or alcohol.
dependence. Most probably,- the condition reflects a form of response to
an interactive combination of physiological, .psychological and sociological
'factors in an individual and his environment.
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may drink, excessively for a variety of socio- economic and psycholdgical

reasons. The historical development after the acquisition of the Southwest

by the Anglo colonizers initiated what Casa Del Sol believes to be.at-thF

psychological roots-of the'Chicanos' problemcultural conflict. There are-

many caupes provided by theorists about Chicano alcoholism.
8

Dr. Julie Ruiz, University of Colorado, states that most causation theories

that explain why Chicanos abuse alcohol are irrelevant and bias. Causation

theories have been misappliedto Chicanos as a group and individually. She

. further elaborates that Chicano alcoholism prevails because outside factors

contribute to the drinking behavior. pr. Ruiz endorses the multi causation

theory as the nost dbjective and realistic.*

There are many causation theories that have attempted*to analyze Chicano

alcoholism ranging from the traditional medical model concept to psytholo:-.

gical and sociological causation theories. The following are established

and accepted causation of alcohol:I.:an theories that were published in the;-

U.S. Department of Health, Edtcaticn and Welfare 1971) :

A. _Physiological, Psychological,And Socio-Cultural Theories

A. Physiological Theories
1)- Genetotrophic theory
2) Genetic theory
3) Endocrine theory

B. Psychological Theories
I) Psychoanalysis theory
2)-Learning theory
3) Personality trait theory

*Dr. Ruiz: Lecture presented at Worden School at San Antonio, Texas'on..
November 5, 1976 during a seminar on Chicano Alcoholism.



C. -Sociological Theories*
,l) Cultural theory. .

2) Deviant hehavior theory,
3) Anomie deviant behavior theory
4) Socio-cultural support theoryz7

Alcoholism in general, :alcohol dependence, or alcohol addiction definitely

t,
''needs more than a_single theory td4adequately explain the complex of

A

symptoms of Chidano alcoholism in the barrio.. Chicano alcoholism needs to

be defined from its own perception of the problem as perceived from within

the culture.

The physiological causation theories are-of-complex nature and have their.'

origin in.experimental studies done in laboratories. Yanagita, Deneau and

Seevert (1965) were the first to showthe rhesus.monkeys could be Made,

alcOhoi-dependent.28'- Etsig and Lam <1968) produced'physical dependence of

alcbhol on' dogs byeadMinistering the alcohol directlyin'Xbe stomach through

'Va. Pavlov .gastric Icannula.29 :Thdte physiological theoriet cannot'he used to

explain Chicanos' physical.depIndende,on alcohol, silly be,dause a "demaraT

astrated preference for alcohol by experiment animals cannot be equated.
,

with AlCohol-dependent behavior" of thOte Chicanos who are abusers:-and

alcoholics. Alcoholism -esearch on, the biological basis of addiction awaits

further research. and experimentation.

*Sociological theories are more relevant when atteApting to explain Chicano
alcoholism.



The
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ychologica) foundation of Chicano alcoholism is, of great concern and
,

.

interest because of its relationship with the dominant society as a minority.0
0

group. The conceptual models are ofmtiddle-class origin and philosophy.

'EtotiOnal,disorderS.are the symptoms for the psychoanalysists.

Psychodynamic explanations-of the causes of Chicano alcoholism utilizing

Freudian psychoanalysis views "that alcoholism resillts..fran one or more of
.

three unconscious tenclencies-, including self7destruction, oral fixation,

and l:ateAtSexUality." This model has always emphasized the release'fram

"inhibition" afforded by alcohol; allowing expression of repressed orgies.

The results of this theory to explain Chicano alcoholism has only espoused

the .oral-dependent perspective. Thus, chicano-alcoholics have been desCribed

as "child-like," with immature personalities, and being dependent on.oral

satisfaction his bottle as a child was taken away too soon). rIostly, he is
*

classified as an alcoholic. This theory blames the Chicano (or his mother-_

as the cause) and does not allow for '.5-opcio-economic forces to be considered.

Another Rzychological theory is the learningand reinforCement theory which

explains alcoholism by considering alcohol ingestion as a reflex' response

to some stimultth and as away to reduce an inner drive state such as fear,

or an anxiety. This -theory further implies that Chicanog drink to reduce

pressures, tensions and frustrations which are replaced with the feeling of

euphoria.. application of the leatning thebry in treatment has been di s-

cussed'by Kepner (1964) and demonstrated varying degrees of success and

failure. by using many different techniques of aversive conditioning. 30

This theory; like the previous one discussed, blames the individval The

.,learning theory also implies thatChicano alcohol abusers and alcoholics

-21-
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"learned" a bad habit. The rationale used in the psychoanalytic and learning

model has had "little or no impact" with Chicanos who haye tried to "fit" 0

:,.the already .established treatment model. These theories do not recognize

the "outside foi-ces" that Chicanos in the barrio have to interact with

/r
9 i

Seaological theories base their. rigin on their particular ethnic or

cultural group. No two cultures have the same perspectives on alcoholism.

N The values and attitudes in the' barrio concerning 'alcoholism" influences

the drinker's perception on its usage and effects. The cultural theory

was introduced- to try to explain alcoholism aliong different cultures by

Bales (1959).31 One of the main issues about the influence of culture on

drinking behavior was "the sort of attitudes toward drinking the culture

produces on its members."

Bales distinguishes four different kinds of attitudes which seem to affect

';'the rate of alcoholism:

A) Complete abstinencc come religious groups totally denounce and

ostracize the usage of alcoV. in their society. Chicanos do not practice

conplete abstinence.

B. Ritual drinkingamong the orthodox Jews the alcoholism woblem hardly
C1,4: 7

exists. Jewish pepple are not allowed to "drink and are ostraci2ed by

their culture. The Aztec indians used pulque in their religious rituals.

Their perception on drinking in their culture was piplicly defined and known

to #e whole connunity.- Only "ancianos". (old men and women) could drijik,

but those who were founcito be intoxicated; and whO were not ancianos:were
S

belittled in public and-killed. Alcoholism was not tolerated and,had

punitive consequences.
'Their goddess (c3iosa); "Mayahuel" did not except it



C... Convival drinkingthis drinking pattern is somewhat representative

to Cliicano drinking behavior. The marriages (matrimonios), births

(nac.iinientbs) baptisms (bautisnos), birthdays (cumpleaxtos), and other

festive occassions'are symbolic of traditional gatherings to celebrate.'
.

_During these_ social and fmni lial_evehtilr those who-drink are- expected--to-

drink by their group or peers. All these drinking' patterns and events

are group-orientedactivities which may cause same individuals to drink

mire than others. _ Th

modtstly when the exten

ri

a difference between those Chicanos who drink

d family 'meets, and those whose main interest is

not onthe person, event, or family; Nit theanticipated feeling of being

"borracho o rimy pedo" (intoxicated) is 'probably the real reason the person

came.

D. Utilitarian drinking--.-this type 'of drinking--is not practiced by Chicanos

as a whole. Utilitarian drinking may be seen as at the consummation of a

business deal.

Another cultural factor that may influence the rate of alcoholism in different

countries is .the alternatives or substitutes-provided instead of al6ohol.

:Most of the. South American countries, Spain, and Puerto Rico have very little

alcoholism in their countries. They all have natural and cereioni;;.1 emotional

outlets that serve as.-cul-turally accepted 'means of reducing tension and,
_ .

. .

anxiety.

Jessor explains the. "dev,i.ant behavior theory" wjlich implies that alcohol

' abuse is deviant.behavior. This type' of drinking permits theF4dividual

to release his ,individual controls. Let's examine the popular concept ,of

mar_hismo according to this perspective. Even thou0a,- "machismo" has been

-23-



over-generalized with negative attitudes and feelings, Chicanos who find

themselves practicing this cultural value aware or unaware while intoxicated

often find' themselves being labeled deviant. Their intoxicated self
(machismo) tends.to be generated from; internal conflicts that are pending

______and-unresolved.--ThiS -could be due to socio-economic-factors-and- cultu.ral---

conflict within the pers6nality.

Cultural conflict is manifested by those Chicanos who drink/in a variety
of ways.. The intoxicated machismo behavior displayed by the individual

.

that lin-s been labeled "deviant" by society; could be, in essence, a
protectiVe and defensive mask (mascara). -,The cause of machismo is the

dominant._ mature's rejection of the Chicano. The rejection of one's self
results .in seeking, escape and destructive mechanisms (enborracherras ).*

Chicano alcoholism has generally been 'interpreted as viant behavior
1

by the dominant society. As Chicanos seek help and ass stance from public

Or state facilities for their drinking problem, society labels them as

deviant:_ 'Those in the upper social classes can meet their needs privately.
The reception and reaction of society co4ributes to the indi'vidual's
actual deviant role (Ctu.cano icoholism). The deviant role "forces"* the

individual into a "deviant group" (los winos, borrachos, piAtos , etc.')-

which serves as the reference' grOuP. The next causation model is the
deviant behavior and anomie theory.

* Eaborrapherras: _Binges, drinking episodes, pa_rrandas, indar el e-ledo,etc.

* Forces; Peer pressure, la p
person4 ..anaSami1.7 problems

'los camaradas, economic crisis,
.9tj



A.

One of the two causatioi models that will be discussed before reviewing-the

relationship between treatment and Chicanos in general, is Merton's socio-

cultural theory of deviant behavior. According to this model, alcoholism

is explaineas "deviant behavior" and anomie (normaessness). 'Anomie occurs

because there is a disjunction between goals shared by persons in the same

society and the means for achieving them.32 Chicanoalcoholism is defined

deviant by the dominant culture. The anomie concept allows alcohol abuse

in.the barrio to be examined more realistically Its usage by the Chicano

minority as a "means to rebel against his frustrations because society's

expectations and goal _are only reached by ,those who set them.

Chicano alcohol abusers in the barrio, generally turn to drinking:because of

the strain and conflict. The conflicts and stresses for not being able to

achieve terse goals set by society are dealt with intoxication to recieve

anxiety and pain. Merton suggests that "modes of adaption" to this con-

flict include conformity, ritualism, retreatism, and rebellion: Chicano

alcoholism may be representative of either retreatism or rebellion. The un-

le compulsion to drink to forget "economic failure" becomes the

daily battlefield. Their seclusion in the barrio provides comfort and

acceptance to the alcoho abuser.

1-Th
theory:

Dr. Ruiz comments the following'on this

. -

The societal norm for behaVior is.a.White:-
middle-Class norm. Societal goalS are
American goals. Chicanos as Ameri(!ans,

--also pursue the same learned of
success, wealth and abundance which are .
part of American ideology and Value system.
Yet, Chicanos, because of structural and
linstitutional racism are frequently blocked.
from obtaining these same societal.goals.33



The final theory, the socio- cultural support model is also applicable to

alcohol abuse in terms of deviant behavior. This theory states that a

subculture (Chicanos) May cond44on its members tb perform, behaviors

classified banother culture aht ,Certain drinking characteristics
. - ,.:vi....,:--m.k..

anrzng Chicanos
, in the .working_ 4.;':"7 iCular,11 have been misconstrued.

: - - ..-.'

Perception is high17influenced.by.iigur
,, ethnicity and culture.

In San Antonio; Texas some Chicanos as well as Anglos and' 3lacks period?..;

.

ically stop at the lOcal icdhouse (1lelerria)* after work. People are

always 'arriving and departing the icehouse. Chicanos using the icehouse

often meet- their "amigos" fol- a couple of beers. The doRinant culture

Views the llelerria syndrOme as lower-class drinking behaviOr.

There are certain behaViors manifested at the'icehouse which are drinking

valuesct the group.. Drinking at the icehouse has social expectations by

the group. There is alot of peer pressure in- this group activity. llos~t of
t.

the time the Agar expects the person to honor and accept the offer (beer).

Since the icehouse syndrome is public in nature, the perception of this
.

behavior by tijedominant culture is viewed as maladaptive drinking. All

those who utilize the4lelerria are considered "borilhos".and,"sin

verguermas " -The generalization that most Chicanos are borra.chos. (drunks)

also stem from the differences in*cultural valueS and social drinking_habits.%
(

Of.

*Llelerria: A socio-cultural urban phenomenon which usually entails a publicpl or small ice-station where persons of various backgrounds congregateto beer: the perCentage of ethnicity of the participants depends
ly on goegraphic- location and social class.
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'The social

Cl tins with

re3 at ively

differences among Chicano dr-Inking practices Is part' of the social

which they identify and Ivo in. Margaret Mead's cultural

theory stipulates clearly that members of a certain culture can-

not cross over into a different ce;liure and state that certain behavior,

(Chicano drinking babits)is abnormal. Cultures are distinctively

different and behavior cannot be cal led or labeled deviant, unless you under-

stand and know the 'culture. There°
cultural factors related to alcohol

usage that produce certain behaviors
strong ch icanos.

shape and influen

class and accult

These factors help to

their attitudes and practices toward drinking. Soci41101

tion are imporiant -factors to the type of drinking behavior.

IV. General Perspective On Treatnent And Chicanos

Perhaps, it seens that there a -sis 80 abundance of causation theories for

alcohol abuse; but the problem of Chicano Alcoholism in the- barrio continues

to disunite family relationships affeet I ng the children and community.

Chicano alcohol abuse needs to be deciphered with a socio-cultural perspective -

\ \1 ch identifies thoc.e soci co te and political factors related to

alcoholism in the barrio. Cass Sol is aware and sensitive: to the needs

and changes in the barrio.

Most treatment programs foralcoholle8 are founded on a certain theory.

Theories are. ideas attempting
to 'exP I q in

drinking behavior. The following

section in the paper will focus on theh outcome of Chicanos in treatment.

Culture has to betaken into account during the diagnosis and treatment process.

The client (Chicano alcohol.abuser) vrici therapiSt,must share the' same -belief

system on causation if treatment is to be relevant.



Mbst treatment modalities seem to be`middle-class oriented and-irrelevant to

barrio alcohol abusers. These models derive from the causation theory of

alcoholism that thi6philosophy of. the program is founded upon.

Treatment And Cultural Conflict

Alcoholismfttudies of Chicanos entering treatment at this 'time are not avail-
/

able to review the relationship of treatment and cultural conflict. _There

is literature about Chicanos and treatment in general. The acceptance and

durability of treatment among Chicanos indicates that the models are

irrelevant. Delineation of some research findings are as. follows 'KAM

(1966) after reviewing case records of Negro, Mexican American, and-Caucasion

patients states:

The prospective ethnic patients are less'
likely to be-accepted for treatment than
are the non ethnic patients. Ethnic
patients who are accepted for treatment
receive less and shorter psychotherapy
than do non ethnic patients of the same
social class characteristics. Ethnicity 3a
tends to-be avoided by clinical personnel.

This cross-cultural study confirms thosestatements.that are made about

Chicanos in gr4ntal health treatment not following through with the treatment:

program. There seems to be a clash with the therapist's ethnicity and the

individuals needing the help. In this particular study Spanish-speaking

indiviclunls were referred for individual or group, therapy less often and

received less lengthy and intensive treatmentl



Tbrrey (1972). describes in his study concerning the utilization of mental

health services among the Chicano minority that treatment models are

irrelevant because of the following four variables:

L. Geographic isolation---Mental health agencies are
"inaccessible" because they tare often located at
the farthest distance possible from' the neighbor-
hood of the group with the highest need. Most
agencies are outside the barrios.

B. Language barriersTorrey describes the "majority"
of local Mexican-Americans as,bilingual and a
"significant minority as speaking little or no
English." -The usage of English by the staff and
therapists creates misunderstanding an hinders
Communication for the Chicano who speaks predom-
inantly Spanish.

C. Class -Bound Values Mere 'tie refepice is pri-
marily to the therapist variables, that is, to
personal characteristics of /the professional
staff which dissuade the patient from continued
mental health treatment., Torrey concludes that
therapists conduct treatment in accord with the
value system of the middle-class.

Culture-Bound ValuesTorrey attends, the ther-
is:t variables. His point is that whenever
erapists from one culture diagnose and pre-

scribe treatment for patients in another culture,
there is an inherent probability of professional
misjudgement_

0.

The major conclusion states that middle-claSS therapists are typically

.members of a-different cultural group than are lower-class patients.. The-

treatment process is hindered through theffi emergence of cultural conflict

between both' sides. Culture conflictindicates that, innovative treatment

approaches and'processes must'be adopted.. Barrio alcohol abuserS have

often left treatment.due to the lack of understanding of the therapist.

Casa.Del Sol's staff is bilingual - bicultural and there 'seems to be more

rapport during treatment:
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Another essential finding is Lorion'S(1973) who states that the proportion

of ethnic minority group patients receiving treatme t the Manhattan mental

health clinics were in proportion "far below the general pOpulation rate

for that 'area."

. 1'
He further maintains that in the'review of a
member of-studies, "socio-economic status
correlates significantly and negatively with
the acceptance for and "dUration of individual
psycho- therapy, with the experience level of
assigned therapists, but not with a patient's
diagnostic category or source of referral."36

'rite traditional helping trend and personnel in the communities haVe per-

pectuated the dysjunctioii shared -by those who havebeen helped. The

relationship in the barrios with -social services agencies is still far apart

Chicano social workerS have-gradually replaced the traditional non-Chicano
ti

workers. Those encountering drinking problems do.not-readily come seeking.

help or treatment.. Their past experiences with agencies have impaired

trust and belief in them.

The Latino -Mental Health Task Force 'articulates on the' traditional attempts"

to servile delivery:

We Chicanos have experienced social work.practice.
principally as an extension and application of
Anglo American conquest involving the invasion,
division, manipulation and suppression of oun.
culture. Its promise to contribute to. our free-
dom and development remains unfulfilled.

Social Work practitioners have tetded to penetrate
the cultural context of our-people, withjittle respect
tor our culture.:7They"haveiMposed their ownyieli,cd----
the,world.upon'us whom they have.invaded. They have
attempted to repress our creativity, curb our genius, 2

. and control our.cultural expression by offering .us
t,societal rewards and.punishrrents for pre-.approved.and
-pre-disapproved attitudes and behaviors.., they continue
to collaborate in attempting to extend the scope of

-30-
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(Anglo) domination to our cultural life... they havetreated us as "in-migrants" and "aliens" ...Their
actions constitute acts of violence against the
cultural integrity and freedom of our people."37

It is imperative that modificationsibe incorporated into treatment models.
The Chicano's culture is heterogenous entity. Since treatment prograrns_a.re _

.designed especially for the Anglo- middle class groups and for those who
have assimilated well into our'sOciety; it is necessary: to understand and ask
ourselves why those Chicanos seeking community mentalhealth services
(alcoholism) have,not acculturated into the mainstream of this society. The
conflicts in treatments are partly because the majority of those Chicanos
residing in cultural geographic areas have always fought to m 'iinta -and

r r.protect their self-identity as a group; This group having its' awn history,

language, lifestyle and values come into conflict with the agency's or
therapist.

The proceeding section entails a brief introduction-on,Chicano
alcoholism and

,

the importance of cultbrein the treatment process. The cultural enrichment
pro-ain is the main thrlistpf the cultural assessinnt model and supports the
questionnaire. After the discussion on Casa Del Sol'an&treatment, the
cultural assessment rationale will be detailed and described. 'nt will, start
with a_short history on the development ofCasa. Del Sol and continue into the
hypothesis and outcomes of the operational questionnaire technique.

iY
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Casa Del Sol's Position On Treatment And Philosophy.

Chicano -alcoholism i,only one of the many social problenis encountered in

the heterogenous urban barrigs of San Antonio, Texas. There is no scientific

research data that can ide#4..fy to what extent alcoholism prevails. Alcohol

abuse by the kleXican-Arnericin-minority has, been perpetuated by many other

social forces, such as their inraeaiate socio- economic status, and environ-

mental conditions.

The particular-geographic area where Chicano alcoholism prevails is called

the Special Impact.Area which encompasses 33 census tracts in San Antonio's

west and south sides of the city where more than 50% of the city's total

Chicano population live. This geographic area serves as_ the curtural linkage

between the "mejicanos" and the larger society.. The intimacy amd cohesive,-

ness in-' the Chicano culture has endured and continues to maintain and practice

its -distinctive cultural valties and pattern. There are approximately 186,000
- -

spanish-speaking persons, in the target area The Chicano alcohol abuser/

alcoholic in San Antonio are descendants of the Indian - Spanish heritage.

The' beauty and philosophy that the Chicano culture believes in and practices

are values that have not been appreciated by the dominant Anglo culture and

often times Eby the Chicano himself. Life; must, be meaningful and needs a

purp-cse for the 'individual to 'exist. Culture-is'at the root of life itself.

-Those who feel humiliated and shamed because they know nothing or little

-abOut'their rich history, who they are, and the value of "culturV. in their

lives, will continue to stiffer until they becone aware. . Chicanos' who are

abusing alcohol in varying degrees are sometimes not even aware that it has

evolved -into a drinking problem'. It becomes an accepted "vicio" in the
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barrio that confUses the individual more. Others believe that to be a man

is to be intoxicated. An analysis of human awareness is necessary to those

who are experiencing this crippling soci. wroblem. Casa Del Sol provides

cultural enrichment to those affected by alcohol in the recovery process.

Cultural awareness will enable the Chicanos to spiritually and internally

become familiar with who they are. Chicano alcogolics must come to the

realisation that their culture is valuable and-that they have been,oppressed.

Chicano alpohol abusers and alcoholics have to liberate t,hen-selves fromJ.-

their drinking problem first, if a Meaningful purpose for living is to be
appreciated Internalizing your self-concept and expressing_yOur diver-

sifted self-identityis a rewarding experience. A rebirth of. their Chicano

culture through the process of positive culture self'a.wareness will serve as

the vehicle for the Oiicano .alcoholic to abstain from the-IdehrirTnni71ng:social

disease of American aldoholism. The cultural treatment at Casa-Del Sol is

the initial recovery step for barrio alcoholics.

A. Cultural Assessment Rational

In 1974, the Mexican American Unity Council received the grant from the

National Institute on. Alcohol Abuse. and Alcoholistr (NTAAA) for establishing
and maintaining a Chicane-Rglf-Way House (Casa Del 'Sol)' for the barrio:
problemecj. alcoholics. The basic phy of Casa DelSol is to prdvide
services the Chicano who has a p oem with alcoholism, to help 'him regain

his self-esteem self-respect and to make him a functional individual
S .

in society.
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The original purpose(s) of 'deVeloping and invlementing 2. halfway houge. for

Chicanos; emanating from MAUC's4past experiences that .Chicano alcohol'

abusers were not being trgated effectively and accordingly to their particular

lifestyle. That is, the Anglo approach in treatment tends to always be at

the level of the irmaedia.te social standing. More specifically, the reasoning

as well as their standards of treatment are above those of the Chicano alcohol

abuser of the Barrio. To add to thi s is the instilled barrier imposed

through old fear, distrtht and prejudices which have been a tradition from

Texas- to California.

Casa Del Sol attempts to rectify the present treatment modalities by identify-

ing and instilling culturalfhicano strenghts and values in its treatment

approach. The ciatural approach is in fact the hypothesis' of Casa. Del Sol

and.thus, 'e feel that a modified modality can meet the needs of the Claicano

alcohol abuser.

In addition, it is- ou.r presumption that the Chicano alcohol abuser can best

. be reached by those understand the culture, heritage, and Socio-c
.

4

,pressures which exist .or 'have existed in,the barrio.' This entails a bilingual -,.
.

bfcultural practitioner:

Cata Del Sol has deSiwd and developed a cultural assessment tool by means
. ., . .

of .a questionnaire whic.h will culturalkassess, the Chicano alcohol Wiser.

The 'design used by Casa Del Sol to develop the "culture assessment model was
C

borrowed from Amado. M.. `'Padilla and Manuel L. Carlos!*-Report,. Measuring

Ethnicity Among Mexican Americans: A Preliminary Report on--the Self-Identity

of a Latino Group in the United States. This .paper was presented .at the XV

Interamerican Congress 'of PsYCholou, Bogota, Colombia in December 14-19, 1974.
-

The cultural assessment model of CaSa. Del Sol follows very .closely the frame-



work in Padilla and Carlos' -Report (see Appendix_ II)...

.
To reiterate, the. need to -develop a culture assessment model emanated from

Casa Del Sol'originak proposal, ;which proposed to treat Chicano alcohol

abusers by iMplementing a cultural treatment approach as A;means of-assessing

the alcohol' abuse problem This is due to the fact that most of the alcoholic

treatment programs in San Antonio have been ineffective and irrelevant to

the Chicano client since the prevailing treatnent modalities are middle-

class oriented, and Such, excludes the barrio Chicano alcohol abuser.

The cultural assessment model is -a questionnaire based on six variables. It
will be used to estimate and/or statistically determine the extent to which

a ChiCano s behavior and value-orientations. may be duf, to those cultural

stresses and loyalties produced by the individual's "marginal men's status."

Briefly,"-the cultural.assessment model 'will demonstrate. and -enable the.

pra.ctitiOner (A19oholic Counselor) to 'classify the indivIdual On a r-ontinuum

sc4e, the-degree of s'elf.ttributed ethnic ,identity, loyalty,- awareness-,

and the behavioral -norms -and rharacteristicS of the individual's culture.

measuring the cultural heterogenity of the chicanp alcoholic across six

basic variables '(see Varia.bles/Contintems) and other sub-variableS,

assist the practitioner:to knot hether the drinking problem is due to the

tween his/her self-:attributed ethnic identity, loyalty, awareness,

pride; and his/her perceived statusin the Anglo carmuni-ty. The cultural

assessment will be able to ascertain whether the drinking is a probable product

of cultural alienation and stress producing conflict.



The cultural, assessment model will be used and per-formed on' Chicano alcohol .

abusers who reside within the Special Impact Area and who are in-patient clients

of Casa Del Sol.. These clien'ts will begin the age bracket from 17 to-48 years

old. A pre-cultui"al assessment' will be done by a Chicano Alcoholic counselor,

during the client's first (7) seven days in the program, and a post-cultural

assessment' before the client leaves the program. In this document we will

have a cultural assessment analysis of an ex-client with a fictitiouS name.

:.It is our hypothesis that through a culture assessment analysis a relevant

and effective cultural individualized plan can be developed to meet the

specified needs of Casa Del Sol clients. The assesszent -tool should reflect

A
on the degree of the individual's Perceived 'alienation or assimilation in the

-dominant society and the consequences derived from them.' Tbat is, we' will be
-

able to establish typologies .(i.e. categories) of Chicanos which can be

placed along a series of continuum ranging froth high Mexican identity to the

high "American" identity. These categorie will us. to analyze the

cultural beterogeni-ty and range of ethnic identity. In addition, we,. would be

able to ascertain the extent:to which a Chicano client's problems (alcohol

abuse),, are the product, of" his cultizre loyalities. Further, it Will, enable

the alcoholic counselor to knbw whether the individual's problem is due to

the incompatibility between- self-attributed.ethnic identity, awareness, and

pride, and-. his relationship and perceived status in' the larger Anglo American

cornnunity. 'Thus, to exeinplify; an individual with high -Mexican identity

and awareness should not be offered a therapeutic program based on Anglo

American cultural values and in English, but rather .a therapeutic program

based on Chicano cultural-values and in Spanish;



Thus, it is our intent to include in the the treatment'nQdality, a comprehen-

sive cultural program, which includes the gamut of the Chicano '.a1c6hol abuser's

boackgxound. Added to this will be Chicano alcohol practitioners, who under--

stand the culture, heritaige, socio-economic pressures, and w.ho are bilingual

and sensitive to the needs of Casa Der SOl clients.

Inclusive In the cultural treatment model is a cultural awareness training

program; This program deciphers the Cllicanos proud background. It is

composed of IoUr different perincl.. These include the MeSoamerica..indigenOtis,

SpPrNii, Ile.xlanno, and Chicano history and culture. The program operates

on a. (20) twenty day cycle.

This. treatment modality will not. only counter self--derogation of the problem

drinker, but .will enhance the internalizationof a positive self- concept -to

achieve psYchological. equilibrium. In addition, it will reinforce and '1'tH

,.entrust,
\

connunicatiOn between the practitioner and the client,. which surpasses;
. . . . . .

.
the pres\ ent ineffeCtive -traditional modes of treatment of-barrio alCohol.

abusers.

Thus, tke importance of a relevant comprehensiveAreatment modality for

Chicano alcohol abusers will enable us to -differentiate and minimize the

"cultural conflictS" which have been perceived: as a maladaptive behavior

that undenmines the cultural ts of the Chicano alcohol abuser. The

existing treatnEnt Monnlities do not address thenselves to-the cultural con-
.

filets which leads to alcoholism among Chicanos.. It is our assumption,

that such a treatment modality should be based on a,clear understanding

of differences and practices in cultural values between the practitioner

the client.

CS



To conclude, we feel that the cultural assessment tool should not be con-

sidered as a conclusive and complete tool, but rather a preliminary one
.

which will Psssist Casa Del Sol efforts in attempting to fulfill its proposed

hypothesis.'

We might also add that the prOposed hypothesis of the cultural assessment

questionnaire are: S.

Through a'cultural assessment, the practitioner will.determine the
extent of self-identity `16roblems and its relationship Ito alcoholism.

Though the assessment, a relevant and effective individualized treatment
plaIi can be developed.in the recovery process.

. The level of culture awareness and loyalty of the client.

The classification of individuals by, their degree of'ethnicity on
continuum scales designed to,measure assimilation and acculturatioh

Correlation of cultural 'conflict as a probable cause and the indivielinl 's
degree' of alcoholism

6. A social history of the individual's family will surface along with the
client froth the cultural_assessnent.

The following proposed hypothesis(s) will enable Caba Del Sol to acknowledge'

the effectiveness of the usage of the cultural Pssessment questionnaire with

Chicano alcoholics. This operational approach and questionnaire technique

is only a part of the comprehensive treatment modality that Casa Del Sol

adopted. The 'arida, ity includes the following services:

1; Counseling (clinical and cultural)
2. Cultural 'Awareness Tra.ining Program
3. 'Alcoholism eduaation seminar
4. Group exercises and therapy; platicas
5. o I*ational therapy: Arts &Crafts
6. Community involvement

.
7. G.E.D. classes: Mon. /Tues. evenings
8. c' Vocational training and job placement

90 day 'residency contract



10. Cultural. "skids": -Caicano Arts Theater
11-- AA Meetings: Friday- nights.
12: His-torica.1/recreationa.1 outings: Thursday
13. "Ambiente rnejicano" .

14. (2) two cultural mUrals: painted by .ex-client

15. Mexican and Anierican diet
16. Aftercare \

17: Family Counseling
18. Hospital medical/ toxificatica services
19. Psychiatric/consulta 'on
20. Physical /mental rel tion exercises
21. Family Night: Cormamity Preventive-Measures
22. Social Services

VI. Cultural Aisesszrent estionnaire

The article that follows was published by the Spanish-Speaking Mental Health

Research Center explaining the approach to Chicano Alcoholism treatment being

conducted at Casa Del Sol. The cultural assesSment'queStionnaire model was

derived from the work of Dr. Padilla and Dr.C,arios Report (Dec. 14-19, 1974)

Presented at the XV Interrican Congress of Psychology .at Bogota, Colombia.

ALOMOLISM PROJECT LN
SAN ANTC111:), .TEXAS

An interesting project being conducted which
combines research with hun3an service delivery has
come to the attention of the SSMEIRC. The 'project,

being conducted at the Casa Del Sol Residential Unit
for Alcoholism; and sponsored by the Mexican Amer-
ican Unity council, San Antonio, Texas, is, attempt-
ing, to devise a culturally' relevant model for the_
delivery of services to alcoholic Chicanos in San
Antonio. The model makes #0 of a cultural assess-
nient instrument.- The instrument is used 'as a way Of
assessing an individual's cultural awareness and
loyalty. The.; scale consists of 151 questions, which
comprises variables: language, cultural heritage,
ethnic inte ction, ethnic pride and identity, ethnic

..14.



distance and Perceived diScriminatiOn, and genera-
tional proximity to kexi.co. By means of this scale,
the counselor can develop a cultural treatment plan

. designed to treat those variables that the client is
weak in and reinforce those that are the client's
strengths. ./The treatment plan is`based. on the be-
lief that traditional methods and modalities of
treating Oilcan° alcoholics are unsatisfattory and
that more /culturally relevant treating modalities
are necesSary. In keeping with this the client under-
goes a treatment plan which include cultural awareness,
training/ in- self.-identity and pride in self and, there-
fore learn to become a productive member of his or her
cultural group.

The following ionnaire is the one utilized at Cesi Del Sol.

The above article describes_the cultural tool along with a brief,

but very complete explanation in its usage. The questionnaire's

goals are lisied before the cultural assessment.



Cultural Assessment Model

Casa Del Sol proposed. to accomplish and acknowledge three (3) ba.sic

goals with the usage of the'cultux:al questionnaire:

Goal Number One (1) : .

The in-patient treatment component shall- deVelop a:"Cultural assessment

questionnaire with continuums mea_C-uring'six (6) vaptables and eight (8)

subvariables.

'GCCali,Number Two (2):

Casa Del Sol projects to identify with the cultural asses net question.-

naire, cultural conflict and ambivalency a..s`a. probable cause. of the in-

-_ diliD4lial alcoholism problem.

Goal*Ntzrber Three' (3)':

The cultural assessment questionnaire will identify and establish a uni-

que Chicacto profile coming from the community who maintains a bicultural

'identity ranging from high "Mexican" -idesatity to high "Ame.ric,an" identity.



cAsA DEL SOL RESIDENTIAL Writ,
321 FRIO CITY ROAD

SAN A14?1ONIO, TEXAS 7820?

CULTURAL ASSESSMENT, QUESTIONNAIRE

LANGUAGE FAMILIARITY. AND USAGE

A. Awareness -

4What .Zakuage do yo-u speak?

That type of Spanish?.

a) Mexicera spernish- (standard)

b) Castilian (pure)

(spemish dominant with English Zoczn wor4.1s)
c) -Tex- Max

di Chicano . (argot = pachlicismolpoaisrizo)

.. .

Where.- did yoU Zetren. tC-1 speak 7 .;:... . Z.... .r .a) Home

b) peers
,other .

. .

Where did you learn yaw' Endlish?

(oral..transmissiem) .

a) home..::

-school: 7

peers

no English -

'Where did your spouie.learn Spanish?

a) h.othe

b) school.

-0) peers .

d) no



. .
What type of Spanish does your spouse speak?

a) Mexican spanish
-

b) CastiZZano

a) Tex-Mex

d) azicano

(standard)

(pure)

.(spernish domtnant with English loan_ words),,

ti (crrgot= pachucismo/pochismo)

Where ci-r your parents learn their Spanish?

. a) home

14 school

c) other

;that type of Spanish clo.,yoUr:p#rents specsk.

a.) Mexican spanish. (standard)

,(pure)Zaizo

a) Tex-Nex

d) Chicano
_ - .. -

i.

(Spanish dominant :with English .1..%xat words)

Where did your children learn their Spanish?

a) home-

b) : school-.
. .. . .

. peers

no. SpaniSh...

(bi Zinguai classes)

What type of Spanish 'do yov_r-chiZdrqn.speok?

N=ican span-ish.

b). Cczstil'Zatzo-

;fr. a) hex_ -Meo:
9

d) Chicano

'r
4..tr.

-
. . .. - . .

e) We Spanish.

D



B. Loyalty

What language do you prefer to speak?

English

. What language do you primarily use to speak.to Jour-pozents?

Spanish English,
What language do you primarily use to speak to your friends? g

Spanish English

What have you- done to maintainyarac Spanish language?

spoke Sponish

b) other ,(expZain)

Do youffeel. comfortable speaking Spanish? English?

43panzt.sli Yes -; 17o Err'
-

iftlit7 dci yoa.rate -te_Sponish .of- San

Inferior
Do not knob,

0..k. /fair

az). .7CCOR

b)-

ZEDA

d) .-

Flhat:newsp?zper do
.

-

a) might

b)

a) Express



What d'Y station do y1,211 view?

a) English Tr.adority

b) -CparzneZ 4Z

How do you rate the Speraish of:

a) KED4

.b) -XCDR

.0) .EUXA

7

. .goodidsffwuit',$-,-

bad/Barrio

fair.

- Do you think lair.guage,affects a person's success?

.

aliTURAL HEHrTAGE

A.. Music
J.-- Do you enjoy listen iv. to-my:S-7;c

'Flat is a Corrido?
. .

Who originated the Corrido?
-

_

-1, - .

_-

Where did- the Mexico/2 olka come- from?.
.

. That type of music do you listen to.?

lfesicoza Chicano
-

.

- 7 Xame sore of -the lOcal -Music -groups/stizgerS"..tha-t you

1.

English .

. .. . ..... ..
. _-:-Mexican oroups/sinaers Chscano. grauP-s/sil.lgers--. Eliglf-sh: groups ',' '" --

., .., -
.

"..
3*.

:
a) a)

..; .

"b) b)

Do you think music is part of our culture?



B. Entertainment

What movie theaters do -you attend normally?

a) Spanish theaters

b) English theaters

c) No theaters

- What dances do you attend?

a) Weddings

b) Ebuts r

(

c) Clubs/bars (Cantina's).*

gatherings

What Mexican comedians'do you know? English comedians?

a)

b)

c)

Chicano comedians?

a)

b)

c)

C. Diet

What, type of food do you eat?

a).

c)

Why do you eat that kind of food?

How do you feeZ

a) proud

b) shameful

c) other .

about the food you eat?



What. are sore- dishes that are prepared. during Lent /Cuaresina?

a) Capirotada

b) 'Iopalitos
C) °trier ..
Why do people eat barbacoa on Sunday?

What kind of tor4:1Zafother do yOu.eat?

a) garina

12) Maize'

Bread

WhOi4 did tamaZes originlly come from?

Historical and Ethnic Origin

Who discovered America?'

Who conquered the Indians in lak_Xico?
.

Who -is the originc!.
.

- :
.Who ;foza-, country's forefathers?

- .

_
Mexican° resulted from the mixtures o:f dif

are they.

a) Indian
.

-" b). Sgc:rish

....Hyrck,

d) -.:Other



Who won the battle of the Alamo?

0.). Mexicnas

b) Anglo IS
,

Do -you-knc:w-why- Fiesta yeek is celebrated in ,S-an Antonio aring

the month of April?

Do you ceZebrate Fiesta Week?

Yes Ilo

What were the Missions (San Jose/San Juan) in the southeastern

part of San Antonio used for ?`

E. Fermily .

Birth:order?

Do most of your femill) members :have:.large: families ?:
^ _

Would your family relatives help each other in times of necessity?

.What- are "compadreS/comadres?.

":'" .
.

Can you dePenet. on your compadres/comadris. . help?

Yimaglo-Americrzns believe in Zerege 'small fermilies?...

house? -How vials, other people -1-z-ved irk ,v, :. -. '
. -

.:...- .. . .. ..

-

-

-- .What relaticjiish:ip do you have with *yer:_r"irrinediate family?J. --:' i.°.*
.....-- .: "47' 7 - ' ' . .. - : " 4..* :. .--t...-,......." .:. .. , :-. :.; -.:..,-:,.: . ... -

.;i7zei4 tYpe of relationship. does. your'..spouse have' with your femri'yz-_ -: -' . .

m at tyr;.e- offrelatiernship do you 32ve with your- spouse's family?
.

- -

Whochas the final word in your family?
.

What tYPe of punishment do ,you---adinz:nister to your children? -

A

/Why do you live tin the neig,h-borleTd/barrio that goy,....e.10?

- 7 --



Who would you go to for advise concerning a personal prciblenz?

F. Religion
Do you have a religious preference?

What religious holidays do you ceZebrate?

Do you celebrate Mexican holidays? Which ones?

Do you, belietaci;z the Virgen de Guadalupe?

Do you believe in Curanderismo?

What are' ezmanderos?

Have you ever been to a Curcrndero?

My are most ifesicanos catholics?
How do you feel about birth control?

r---

. 0 How do you. feel about abo:zitian? .'.7.... .. N i
Did you ever attend a church where-the priest told you to go. to your. own-

What

-
. . .

. .,church?

h major inf Zuence did the Catholic ern-rod-I have on you and your family?

.. .

Has the Catholic church in San Anfcrnio ddne anything for the-Chicano
"population?

,

.G. Education
..Do you know how to read and:write in English?-

.

. .a) recids/wrii-es English

b) does _not write/read English
; - . 0

-

Mere did you learn English?

a) school

b) home

. c3. other

. . _

7



Do you know how to read and write Spanish?
a) reads/writes Spanish

b) does not read/write Spanish.

There did you learn to read and write S`pa-a-ish?

a) school

b) home

c) other
.

How.much education does your spoUse have?

Does yOur spouse read and write English?
Pihat -about ..Spanish?'

ylhat ab,out yOur parents, how much education do.they. have?
'Panther -

b) Pother- -
. .s.,;- .:;_ -

. .What about your greazdpare ts, how much education do they have?
a) glreuizther -

_-
12f graruirnother

How much education does your spouse's Parents have?
Did you have problems adjusting with schO4 life?_ -

Were you. alio:Jed to .Spea 1 ( Spanish in. Sc7rool7- - ..-t,
.. .-.

. :--. .
. . -

. .: --Were you ever physically abused for -speczkir.g Spanish:-bk:Ang
----* teczchers?: -

7.

H. Soc.-to-economical - political
What is a barrio?

o or Mexican

Do you think l't7-zci-t the Ecrecio has a good in.fZuence

4:1) Chicanos drink?

°

on chiZdren?-



how do you define machismo?'

What are Pachucos?

Do they stilt exist?

Are you. a member of crrry carrru-nity organ

Yes No.

Do you vote? Political affiliation?
Do you have confidence in publia/officials?

Do yoit think they care?

Can you name any Chicano/Mariccrno political Zece7ers that repr sent Ea Raza?
..Aiv you fordliere:with Chicano corm, enity Organizations that function toserve the eoplers needs!

What vs. a Chicanci?

. .Do you thiWthat the Black Power Kovement motivated Chicanos to vn-z-t-z-ate
their own Chicano Movement?

What is the

Do you thi

iccrno Movement aZZ about?.:
. .

ou have served this country well?:

III. INTE.RACTIOT7

. .

.

.

Were.-you raised.primarily. with Mezicancs/Chiccm.os as a child
.

'What part of town do you live tin?

Do you have any .Anglo neighbors where you live?

What.pezyentage of .Chicanos -live in your present neighborhood?

Da, you work mostly with other Clziccrezos?

'Haw old were youw,en you got married?.

Didthe person that you married belong. to the scar e ethnicity, gi'cn.zp?

How many of your chiZdrecs' school friends are. Chicemos?

Would you'prefer- tor:72e a 7nerthey. of -arz. or Chicano .aor.7nu-. nit'y
brgcmization?



IV. ETHNIC PRIDF. AND IDENTITY

-:

What ethnic name identity do you prefer to be addressed as?

Do you use the same identity label in all situtations?
What ethnic Z 1,cation do/did your parents use?

What ethnic identification do/did your spouse rase?

Do your child-fen consider themselves Chiecrezo4 Mex-Am or something else?
.

Do you prefer,. criz English or Spcznish first ?lank.

Why did you choose that name? .

F/hat irst name does Your spouse use?

Mot are your children's names?

Feat first name do yoza. children use?

What kind of blood heritage. .do yozi: claim to have?.:

Mexican

drLart20 ,

Spanish
.

Do you have an Indian blood?

Yes
-

Indian

. Amer-zazi- -;- --... .
Other

r 7,';-**.
: ' . ..:.*-".'"

. .. .

Do you think a persons skin colOr,defermi ne lzciv that person fee-is''himself? . . .

_Do you think light skin Chicanos.. have.-it easier in .6..th erica? - -..--. -
. - :

why-

^

. .

Who zoou you- think has a better .c7:an ce become. :educcited,_. light
.Chicano or CZ- dark skin?

.. .In America do you think .it is .haeder for a Chicano with dark skin io get
-*along thcos one of t iglzt skin.

. Do you Zike your skin color?

Yes
0



. -

qtespondent skin coZor: Light i!edizon Dark

How do you feel about being a member, of a minorz:ty lass?
Reasons: I

. -

Y. ETHNIC DISTANCE Al/ PERCEIVED DISCRTUIPATIOPI

A. Awarenes`

v.Do 'you think Chicanos have to work twice as hard to survive in society?.
Do you think yoU,have to speck fluent Erzglish to be successful?.

Have you ever been discriminated by ,47zglo-Americans .at work?

Do you think that ihe Gizicano minority population is a victim of Anglodiscrinrinagoiz?

- Do you think that Anglo-Arne
not the person? ,

..Would you mind eating With crizAngZo at the icone-table2'

ans -Zook at the persons .skin color and
--

Yee
. ...

NO

WoUld gou nictrry cat' AngiCu-Americanl'-
, .

Palo do you associate wore with, Chicanos or Anglos?
.. .

TlI. :GEWERA..TIONAL -PROXIMITY: TO:MEXICO

Where were vou bor;n?r 41, -

Was y-ovS spouse born?

Mere were your children born?

ilhere were bothrr parents born?

Where were your. grandpere eats born_

Rave you ever Zived in Mexico?

Do you have cr6y farm: 1y relatives living in Mexico?



ow often do you visit with them?

Do you tr y ;to travel to .Mexico?

If yes, on. what occasstiOns?

. .



,Section A

Cultural Model:

Blank Analysis Forms
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SPANISH

CULTURAL TREATM1DNT PLAN

I. LANGUAGE FAMILI AND.USAGE

The. language vari22ble Will -be-- measured -on-a----c ontinuim -ranging- frour

Spanish to English usage. (20) que6tions based on awarenessoyalty

North Stexican North Mexican Bilingual Texas Texas
Spanish.. Mono= Spanish dom.i-. . North ribx- 'English English.
lihgual nant with lean Span- dominant mono-

Texas English
-

ish and: with lingual
Texas aig- North
fish Mexican'

Spanish.

ANALYSIS

Individual speaks Spanish . Yes: . o

Individl IP 1 speks English . . . .. . .. Yes

prefer
Individual's dialect
Additional comment's:

0:0,45v,



'acculturated
it jicano"

CULTURAL.

CULTURAL TIM a PLAN

Mejicano abjano Chicano Dx-Arri Anglocized
Dbilcano Spanish Pin:

Latin-Am.
Rsnannl

UNITED STATES.

There are 86 questions al with,,(8) selected variables A741.

fu-

ANALYSIS

assimilated
arnericano"

Etatertainrrent

C. Diet

D. Historical E:zEthnic origin

E. Family

14_

F. Religion

G-. Education

H. -Socio-economic. -political

Additional Corments/P,eccarmendations:

6S-



exxcANps

CULTURAL TREATMENT PLAN

M. ETHNIC I RACTION

Mejicans

..,

,Mexico-
Americans

_

Mex-Am Chicano Anglocized

ANALYSIS
questioh

r

ANGLO-AYFRICANOS

SMI

r<,

n "

4



S

CULTURAL TREATMENT PLAN

IV. ETalIC _PRIDE _AND' IDENTITY

Endio :14,s- 'W- Me,xiCo.. - Mex- Mek--
tit° icano Tejan0.. ico

.

'Am
Ameri-
can°

ANALYSTS

Ethnic name identity preference:

ANGLO-AMERICANS

Chicano Spanish Engringados
'---Anrican 7 Anglocized ...

Latin -Am
Expanol ,

English or Spanish first vagew,preference::

. Skin color

Recommendaions: s."



V. laritlid!DISTANd AND PETz:CEIVED;DISC*1211LNIATION.

Etbriic
- aDistance and

Perceived
.Discrimination

Mejicano-

2

Mekiccc,
Americano/
Tejano

-

Chfeano
....

.11ex/can--
American

Asneiicano
... _.
. _

ANALYSIS (5)

-Low Ethnic
Distance and
Perceived'
Discrimination

.

2



=CO CeiLLal Northern ixas Southwest United States
Mexico Mexico . . Fronterie. East/Central

Native Citizen

ANArias

UNITED STATES ,

Place of Birth

Generation 1st 2nd 3rd t4th 5th

Parent Ts place' of birth

i,E..gration-Dcoerience

Additional. Comments/Recomendationd:

-=-:-!4"-":



o-
a

* . _

AtC4-CULTpRAL CCINPlaCT 'SCALE AS. A PROBABLE CAUSE FOR ALCOHOLISM

FHYSICAL.

pasicAL:

"'iNTErzl.T-ECTUAL:

ZERIC" L:

ET4OTIONAL:

ESTHETICS:

SPIR±TUAL:

"FLTUR. AL HERITAGE:

ETHNIC DITERACTION:

M'TIC PRIDWIDENTIV:

PERCEIVED IDISCFCCHLNATION AND ETHNIC DISTANCE

,GEKERMONIAL 'PROMEIY:

CORRELATION- OF ,ALCOHOLISM CULTURM.,

ANALYSIS OF (6) VARIAIHM



g



TheflOw chart that follows depict8the:prOcedure.of the questionnaire.

It Is administered approximately (7) seven days alakEhe client has been

-..._.-

at. "Casa Del Sol. A precultural assessrrEnt is given to the client by his .

assigned counselor,. .AfterCOmpleting his cultural. training the

client is pOst -tested.' .:ThisenaS;es us to see if there was an impact
e.

on ,the client's attitudes; values . history, langlage and all the:.contents.,

of the cultural ..t el..



_NASA DEL SOLtS CULT R6' FLU" ^HARI'

Referral- 'wale -- 23 Staffing/- In-house
MDIR Irear Drinidng a :client --
ATP Assessmelt For 45

Cultural
'Awareness

Recovered
Individual

This is an. experimental prOcess with errpbasis on the cultural aspects
and behavioral chai'acteristics which can contribute to the individual? s
recovery, process,.



The cultural assessment tool utilizes six basic

variables to measure the individuAlts ethgic identification.

This will enable us to accuratel?oidenify. the individual's

self-at.tributed degree of ethnic, identity with Chicano.

traditional values arid- behavioral norms..
. '

The six variables will
-

be .explained briefly.

GUAGEFAMILIARITY AND USAGE

language 'unit-wilI be measured on "a' ecintinuim rang-

ng from Spanish to English usage.'

SPANISH. porth. MethiCan-. "North. .Mexican
. - . , , .

Ranss:h-ono-r. - Spanssh don- North .MeX-
Span7.

TeXas:English ish- and
Texas.:E
lish

Txas Texas IENGL S'

Engli4h

I

Eizglishdominant mono-
with Zingua Z

Yor.th
Mexican
Spanish

. .

2his,..variable has two .rta.rt.:

awareness of language .--10. A.uestioris
b) lOyalty to language - 10 r:IueStiont-

. _

This scale should -offer us' a fairly .accurate measure
. .

degree of acculturZtion ar assimilation in Spanish and

English usage. If the- Chicano7client predominantly speaks

in p, ani sh" in one of it640rarous dialects, then it would

be futile to treat English. By using the ci,le.at's

of the --A

dialect the "counselor can fatilitate -faster communication..

Chicano, client that feels comfortable and:'- prefers

ShOUld also be counseled. in English.



-LANGUAGE FAMLIARITY AND USAGE

'The language wait will be
.

ured on a continuum ranging

fixof Spanish:to- Engli-Si.nusage." -Y
SPANISH 7- ENGLISH

North Mexican ArCrth- Mexidan Biltingual ze,-sas Texas
Spanish mow- Spanish. dorm= Not'th En4Zish Englishn inant with ,

Texas English
icon. Span-
ish and with

mono--
ZinguaZ

Texas North
Ush Afexic

3. Spanish

"INTERCHANGEABLE"

t
This variable has two parts:

.a) awareness of language - 10 questions
.b) loyalty to language 10 questions

T. ilex -Max dialect = Donde esta la windshield?H.

2. Itx-Yex = I think I-know done esta?

3. Bilingual = person can function in all (5) dialects.

4



CULTURAL HERITAGE

MUY MEXICANO,

,

.hrejicaro Tejano-
Mexican°

Chicano Mex-An . Anglocized Sixtnish
Am. Latin-Am. ,

Espanol

tj

This variable will measure the client's awareness and loyalty-:to his',

culture. It h-''s eight sub-vaiiables ranging from .41-H alphabetically.

There are 86 (is/sti0ns together. The,following are the variables
!"-j...

Y .6.2sic

Eritertainment
. Diet Education _

D.-KHistorial and Ethnic Origin Socio-economic-po c

44.-qt
Fami3.y

Religion

. . .

The, culttiral.heritge the;client _identifies- with and is knowledgeable

of isri11 reflbct- upon the clieq t s self -at' ethnicity

(Chicano vs. Mex -Am)V it will enable the counselor to measure

diversification and heterogenity of the client's culture. This

cultural heritage assessment will identify the Chicano cli

loyalties/and values that IllaY be at the root of his problems.



This continuum will Show,the Chicano client's degree of social
, ..

^

interaction with the Anglo pdOple and TiiiS variable''

.questioris,

Wicanos scano

-

Mf 4n-col-
Ameitico:no- s

Chicano Me:x-Ani

_._

czed47264° i

,,
,

the answers provided _by this' Chicano alcohol abuper-.revvalE

client had mirried'Someond-outside her prry p.

ricano

Though, she belongs. to several social Anglo organizatiOns, her

7 marital problems led to excessive, drinking. Client's ambiva--

lency about her self-identity- reflects back on the scale as

Anglocized, not .Anglo.



Indio illes-

tizQ .

Mej.k.--

icanci. :

Arexlco

Tejano
Mer7

. i00 :---'

Amer.-

ice=

'-11ex

Am.

-Chicano
1 .

--t

4i4r7.-
Ameriaan
Lat*-Am
Epanol.

This variable will serve to accurately assist the Counselor.;to..filmit

out how this client feels about hiraselfd It will give us an insight

on why the client identifies with a Certain mile preference.

section-Cbutainsi. total Of',18:quetions ltOgether.
s.

clientrelated to:.usthat.I5is 'real:nano was,AIbettol:but that

-14a4 the name he Was.knoWn!in the:barrn and at_hoole. Nhen;heentenei
.. .

14.1g1. school be addressea himself as-.141,. Short..for' iumerto. He felt

secure and accepted by society with his name preference Client had

always considered himself "un esp- 1" because of.his light skin

and hazel eyes. This client would fall on the ultra right of the



_
Tile answers gathered from the eight questions in this particular

.

will, reveal the client's relationship with the Anglo society.

If the_client has been oppres'sed and pas never been able to break the

poverty cycle-because oi.his lack of slalLs. education, he Will

feel much more alienatec. Ile
P will be closer to his culture and

e0

This variable has two:parts: -Awarenes and loyalty:

five ,questions and lhyalty has three.

Mexicano Tejaho .Chicano 'Agc-Am
_--

Spanibh4n Eng ing
...-- -Latsn-Am .

HIGH ETHNIC'''.
DISTANCE &'

gag.111ED
P.raCRIMINATION

LOW ETHNIC
DISTANCE & -
PERCEIVED
DISCRIMINATION



,VI, GENERATIONAL PROONITY TO .MEXICO

This cotrtinumi,will range fY.czn Mexico 4 United States to determine

- if the client is from native descendants of Texas or, -a .member of
a familythat migrated to Texas frcm Mexico. This variable covers2

basically the higralAlts with its teri_queStions dealing with genera-
0

tiarial proximity.

MEXICO.:

Ce?*rai.
Northern
Mexico

UNITED STATES

Southwest Unite States.
East/CentraZ

4trfnis particular client had never been to Mexico and had_no

relatives living there. he had tried to trace las fami 1y

tree, the outdone- were all local towns where his family had always
lived. Client was a fourth generation native' descendant who has
always lived in Texas.





:SPANISH

CULTURAL TREATMENT PLAN

I. tANGUAGE FAMILIARITY AND USAGE

The language variable will be measure on a continuim ranging- from

Spanish to '1a;glish usage.

14.

(20) questions based on awareness/loyalty.

North Mexican.
Spanish Mono =
lingual

, -

North Mexican
Sparlish. cforni-. .

nant with.
..Terds English

Bilingual
North Mex-
ican Span-
ish and
Texas Eag-
lish

Texas
-English
`dominant
with
North .

Mexican.
Spanish

Texas
Etiglits-h
mono-'
lingual

,

ANALYSIS

Individual speaks 'Spanish ..

`Individual speaks English

IndividuP1 prefers 'Espanol

Indlvidual 1s ect el Dachuquismo

dditicnal corrrents: Individual: very -conscious -of the various '
canc. dialects in Spanh language. He distinguished s,-.:;/3. between
-.!

Tex14ex; (parents) 1. 'Chiciano (hii) ,(children) 2...ver ry 3.0-
yal. to speaking Espanol. He rates' the Spanish ustsd in all Spanish
radio stations as Be 'rates the espallpl spoken in San Antonio

as stiperia4 Eventhough,- he projects strong 'language ties , he, ans-
.

veers that "el-engles es el qua se usa mast." *±he present condition

he. finds himself in is reflected. by stating that rnzlisb is nPces-:
we 2

SarY to be success11,1-\ but he ;= far firm hp-;ne mm-TATI1,.4-0e! W.e

experience has -been in the barrios of San Anto for the Fast 35 yllars.

He has been drinking regularly since the age of 12- yrs .----his first
40

arihk at 6 d

,seems that *he question- concerninr__ svccess" revaled five -;u00:-.

mersifestations of a language conflict. Reason: thinks and prat-
. o ,

tices -espanol"-hut needs. Ene1is7) 6 be successf0:"Cul tural

...±1±stas a probable cause -,far his alocohol abuse hiStoTy.

"V"



II. CULTURALHERITAGE-

i(
NCO
maccUIturated
my mejicano'.

.

CULTURAL TamivENT- PLAN

Ae/
1kjicano Tejano

'11.jicansa

Yex-Am 1..Anglocizeds.
7anish.Pri..

There are 86 questions totalwith.(8) selected variables

0

- '

uNITEDSTAVS

assimilated
"muyarericano

.

A. Nusica. Si, le gust .1a nusica y conoce la musica Bien: His "experience
with aicohoi, musica, cantinas y muieres /all in terreaa ted

B. Entertainment Las cantinas; views Eng/Sp movies

e.-:A social character /does everything by himself most of the time.
C. Diet :eats "cofrida chicana" why? soy chicano/aware of Capirotada/no- .

nalitos (Cuaresma). I

Historical E:. Ethnic origin "No se" -ries: canes? (forefathers) very
aware of Texas hiseory; /citur,al ,conflict.
E. FaMily 8th efdest son: !strone -family .(probleim. irtirancylkurgi'

.

c;:pnr:lict) Yu -very macho _Oast final.
F. ' Re13gion Catolico, believes in Guadaliipe,. curanderos (Conchita) men

"tioned 16 Sept./against abor

G.' Education ReadsAriteS

Parentskrandpaints grad

cliurch-conflict but baitives'in God:
Spanish/spouse mejiCaixa.-

SoCio-economic-poll 1 A

ion; conflict adjusting with school.
'barriology; 'machismo pc.)r la pueta4..

pachucc veto loco, ray loco/not responsible no faith *in. politics) .
Additional Corarentgrkecorsqendations: Thougkt, not too much trouble at school

- .
socethint_drove "harz-.4u (7th level); his .parents have 'little education.

He is being paradoxid41- contradicts his answering , Since he is,the.
eldest, by cr ican trad-it'ian the ra,,rries a strong obligation in the 'family..
He strly te,l-LeYes -in. ch-ri-selanity :but* not :overtly --anti- clerical)

Drinks:Al) rctbleins lion T;soledasi, olvidavacilar,

Feels ire has dot. serve country well



ETHNIC INTERACTION

1 1

NETICAN06:- AyWicanos.: ... Mexico 7 .- Mex -Am
Americans

raised primarily with Chicanos in the barrio--San Juan Homes)"
%

married at 18 vrs./ most of his socialization rocess has been

i, in this geographic loaation--:barrio; did not mentioned inter-
__

action with Anglo societir,- Why? Claims be-feels alienated

, from dominant society about or all the expectations.

:p.



_CULTURAL TREATMENT PLAN_

. MIMIC P,-tipt, AND, IDEWITY

ammo ANGLO--AMMCANS

idio Mes- Niej- 'Mexico Mex- Mex- Chidano Spanish Ellgringados
tizo #ano Tei ano ico Am Americar Angaocized

Latianitn
cano EsPan03,

ANALYSIS

Ethnic name identity preferencei cbic2ro'

English or SpaniSh first name preference:- Raul en espanA

Skin color Analysis:. Claims that:it all aepebd6 on the Individual

on bow he-feels ;bout his skin" ccilor ...depending _on his experience,

social *feels secure being called Chicano

.ReccrnmendaticnS: Children are coYsidered Mex7Eim; they. all-have
"t

Spanisb nSmes and us then. *Gal.inp/Oswaltio
k

St-Tong cultarai identity, ind-icatedd throughout, his whble

1Has maintain "la culture" inrestirg becabse of chi
finds elf in.
*does net demonstrate :awareness of awareness (skin).



CULTURAL -TREATMENT PLAN

V. ETHNIC RTSTANCE AND.PERCEIVED DISCRIMINATION

?

- High Ethnic ) 461,_-7 Lag Ethnic
Distance and . Mejicand* Mexico- Chicanda Mexican -
Perceived American° Dialce and

Americana American Ferce ved
.

-DIscriminaticn Tej ano Discriminatical

.

ANALYSIS (5)

r.

:

answering doe's not 'f llow a constant pattein/he. contradicts his

answers as if .he's. spre and then not 'spre...-klangucgeApeations con--

tradic pp .15 vs. A si/no

Aware o.E prejudices and discriminatiOn his unstable answers demonstrate

that he is -.not sure of..hi.rhself--his situational condition (physical/

eccncmicai) indicate -that individual; has :had- conflict (either way)--

hcs not assimilated. (Why)?



CULTURAL TREATMENT PLAN

VI. GENERATIONALPRO)aMITY TO MEXICO
It/

Central
Mexico

Northern
.F..--iico

.Txas ..
Fronteria

.Southwest .

: ,

-United States
East/Central:.,;..

:

ANALYSIS

Native Citizen Yestsi

UNITED STATES

Place of Birth San Anto/spouse San:Ant° dhildioniSan Anti)

:beneration 1st lid X 3rd 4th 5th

Parentis place of birth Sam Antonio, Texas

Migration EXperienC4. Texan) /31.4
\

Additional ComaentiReCOmmendations:'Paxe.nt. San Antonio

grandparents 11444eja
.

ReinforCe tbeAlstoiical aspects of.the-4evei4ment of.thO Toxns

and-NexicoYfo; socip-culturia awareness :.



ALOO7CULTURAL CONFLICT SCALE AS A Pg5OBABLE CAUSE FOR ALCOHOLISM

PHYSICAL thELLEcrum, Etna= EmorioNsa, ESTHETICS spinnmaw... 1

-12Byslc -Chronic-alciiholi-diagnosis-provided,-by-Bexat CoVnt7,hospitallst:time

'in'treatment/lat dtink at age 6--AloOhal'dominates-Per.Sonality,,,

Minimal edUCation--highly aware Of his ethn ity- bilinia
tef cts in barrio buffer one working class individual; no vocational..

1/only in

-trade.,

ETI-tiCAL:KnowEi role he -pla s as "borr cho`U is not good o is conscio s

EMOTIONAL:: Has emotional scars from school /society releCtion, humiliation;

frustrations; immature, di4Otce reconciliation stress \ family problems.

ESTHETICS: Views his role in society as cloudy, dark, ILLpeesemistieTh

SPLUTUAL:Strogly beleives in Catholic religion but doesNiot identifoVertly.

Anii-c/erical attitudes and feeling.

ANALYSIS OF (6) VARIABLES

)GUS: Speaks mostly in If espano1"/there is indication of conflict between the

`Tge of Spanish/English situational condition has not been successful in socie-
!cuitural conflict.

culauuLBEFETAGE: Out of (8) subvariables projects conflict in d, e, "f, g, h

his answers are payadp2Olcal/contradictor.

ETHNIC INTERACTION:Exclusion, feels like an outcast married 18 yr./Alienation

ETHNIC PETDE/IrENTITY: Possesses strong cultural identity/ z.e

PERCEIVED DISCRIMINATION AND -ErTHNIC DISTANCE:

Alienated, no interaction with dominant society.

GENERATIONAL PRCECMITY: Native Chicano

CORRELATION OF ALCOHOL TSR AND CULTURAL Ca' FLIGT

Due to all the conflict, stress, -and frustrations with society and self he'has

resorted to escaping with abusing alcohol. He started to sneak drinks starting

at age 6-- fa chrotnic alcoholic, father died 'es an alcohclic/brothers'ere vey

y elinkers there was conflict lemotidnal..social. and psychnlozicall

led in taI 5 variable with gxception All five deal with the ieriWs
.

perience and socialization pracess. rlexicM6 (interactionl dominant culture.



1Mle:plmarY purpoSe of At'tewly*Ple,-/te4
f

assessment model.reSulted from

31":"

ch

e lack of spdc 'ifically designed

°

models for Chicano alcohol 'abusers and alcoholics. The optional
N

6questionnaire techninue identifies and addr sses-the individual s level_of

culturafoonsflict systematically while in residential' treatment. This

model facilitates:* wide scope of:responses related to the indiN./Sil,s ,"
, ...

)bad yripround and culture. c-w
.

The implementation of this model made1t feasible to incOrporate unique

non-- traditional therapeutic psychocultural counseling

in a. cultural-clinical approach and environment. The
0.

bilingual - bicultural.

This assessment-model.;waS conducive-for the initiation of communication

betF.een the individnn't and practitioner during the critical moments of

alcoholism recovery. This communication process implicitly develops and .

. .

establishes trust. Self-disclosure becomes possible'since the indivicCzal 7'

agrea;Ito.participate because of the unique counseling sessio

questioning inspires the Chicano client to subtly examinei perhaps-Sup-

z. .

SYstems- which--,are delivered'

delivery system-is

pressed assumptions and conflict.

-.., s_
The conflict manifested during. he initial-assessMen d cultural c6unseling

sessions is dealtvwithin atotal.context which is inclusive of pSychOlogical,

anthrphistoricaL.socio-eConomic, political and culiur4processes,

The'social case history described' served as an.:example of usin the assess-.

ment model as a diagnostic trument. The- profile that S-Urface4-througer the
,4(



analysis and evaluation Of ',conflict enablet

i el g to alcoholism..

The cultural assessthent.model promotes and indticesa prodess of

thinking and moldg.
e
a format in theindivicitial's. awarvess of consciousness:'

.
Tie Chicano xtcohol abusdir*alcoholic tecorn conCientizado., _P

Proposed Cultural. Assessment Model_Hypothesit:,

1) Self identity pro101.ems were identified anci.dealt with. whi e treatment:
.Conflict- areas included language perception 'and attitudes, ethniCitm

identification, historical stereotypes anti.76.1ericai feelingsf '1501 tiCal
.. . ..

'alienation.; ,suppressed late cultural shock,,::ggralic skigie,ttnil

resentment, skin color percep on, racism, 'clisdriminitAon;)etc.
. ..

2) Individualized treatment plans became feasible, espe-cially in the area
1of language. The assessment identified the specific Chicano dialect

used by the individual. Negative spa al attitticies, though unconsciously

were projected by-the majority of parti ipants. The value system is

partially id fled in -eligious analysis. It also 'identifies

the level of educati which is very important, especially' if thei-e ,

seems to be a correlation between conflict in school and the total

number of years in 'school. The value of the language assessment` cannot

be overlooked and over-emphasized becatse it serves as the incetion

into the: recovery process of alcOholism.

J.,

Most of the cultural assessments revealed- that clients were nebulous and

naive in this subject. Those. who v:ere not as-acculturated seemed to be

-.more .inforria tive and aware_ of their culture. Thisawareness, of course,

g
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: was, at times steredtiped,-but beCauge of:their edUcational level and' con-
k .

4_ .
, diti mereJ. ere was ample language_ awarehess and loyalty. The differences

in the.Chicano dialict made it feasple to zorrmunic.ate'with the preferred

si
dialect. The culture awareness as ct,in my ,estimation allowede:the client

_to. enga0 .and explore sensititve'.and threatenink' experiences causing guilt

and arobivaleitcy. The exchinge of cultural processes was, he key-to instill-
ing cultural_ pride and self The iirligilitS`-gained by clients were

.

eAplicit in their behaviOr. The CormRelor could see body muscular ex:

pressions caused by the profound impact of knowledge on emotions. The-
on their face after learning released the' ignorance a.nci. stereotypes

that they had been conditioned to believe especially in education.

In order\fOk the Chicano client to gain the maximum of the model the proposed
. \

hypothesis' delineated early in the piper, needs to be fully accomplished.
`i This process entails the identification and acknowledgement of client and, , .

practitioner Concerning the results and analysis -of the cultural assessment

model.

4) The subjective placeuent of Chicano alcohol abusers and alcoholics according

to the depree of Ameria acculturation measured'by the different scales

serves rimar1.13.7 for .reserc:h piirPoseS. This allows the-practitioner tofexamine thoroughly the _...ffereri phases of assixnila.tioia. The language

variable.is fairly accurate when performing re language assessment -drhe4` ').
majority of the recipients have been between the second,, third, and fourth

phase on the scale iaki-iig,tiage usage. The bulk of the conversation 'stens

from these dia.les, but most normally speak ample English. Some- ire very

7



or ,

fluent in both ~English and Spanish; The counselor becomes familiarized

and allows rapport to facilitalte trust in the relationship. The overall

assessment- of the scales .allows the _counselor to initiate the al9oholisrn

process at their lei7el in lan*uage, ,:culture and acculturation. The

generation J. scale identifies the cliettrs:genei-atiort, phase`in the

United States.
. _ .

5) The'identification 'df cultural confliCt as a piobable cause is subtly in- -
. . . . .

scribed th.toueiout the cultural:assessnenti The relationship of

Chicano clients as a ininorityln. dominant anglo culture has implicitly

been more of a. stress factor than relationship. expectations,

,structturar,ristrt;- low educational -attairurent, poverty, di-scrim:2i

under-employment -,-.rejectadh, alienation, existential attitude, mad cultural'

artioivalency are' factors that have directly and indirectly-contributed

z. to the alcoholism problem. The social history gathered in conjunction

with the cultural assessment analysis makes the correlaxon between
/cultural conflict and .alcobolism pOssible.

< jA.11 the--assesslent scales pivide:valuabe.information about the family

structure- and the relationship between the client and family. The

generational scale correspond with the answers provided.bt the client

n each Pirticular scale. The family assessment differs ti. rom

the clients the majority of t ie -time use of the t-m.erational

difference. gAirttlia.1 vat s, rituals, traditions,

stzfle in gejetal become known in the assessment: An impo;tant- faCtor

has been their affiliation with ;the Cathdlic religion.b most clients.

The educations backtund_,-Or-the family gnables thL e practitioner to
A

and life-

04°better understand the -cliet's situation.



The original intentions of the report, measuri0 Ethnicity Among Mexican.7.

Americans by Dr. .Amado Padilla and Dr. Carlos were re empiricalT37 oriented

-- -to examine-the-relationsh'ip betweenamily-pe corks, -- ethnicity-,- and

men bea.lth service utilization among ChiCinos. They ,,hypothesiztd

. .

individuaTh with low levels of 'identity with traditional 'Mexican values
.

ff

%. and loyalties wbuld .need to uti Ze community rren/aI healthy facilities.

Chicano barrio alcgitaol alcOholics who have been serviced at,

Del Sol have been- iePresefftative of the projected clientele in the re

Their assessments reveal. their ambivalency and oscilliation in cultural

values and- loyaltY; therefore, supPOrting'the "Marginal pant' status. Casa

Del Sol rocidifiel the 'clizestionna:ire tecitnique to meet. the needs of the agency,

for better qualitative bilingual-bicultural therapeutic delivery.

A cultural assessment Model consisting-of the original six. variableS was
.

designed ; but- instead of deSigning a master acculturation scaI:ke'that would
- ,

be inclusive o six cales, a personal profile was incorporated with

the assessment analysis. i anis provided the means to identify. cu/tural.

ambivalency and conflict wit -06 .individual's problem of alcoholism.
, .

Agaiii, this allowed the designing of a cultural)elevant reatment plan9 ,
during. the recovery process.

An experimental point system willdeed to be ilm.torpofated to enable the

presasszrten and .pOsti-assessilvnt questionnaire_ to statistically be measured.

.ce

°
,...

If the intervention process during treatment has an impact, the difference'

can be ,rewarded more accurately for research purposes. PreSently the.. .- ..
("'

. cultural assessment model's tr.atment va4able analysis helps the client.2.
...

. , ..

and coun.selorideal with the assessment in. a therapeutic rela.tionship.
t .

. =46-



The assumption of cultural conflict as a probable cause .of the individual's

.alcoholism can be identified and incorporated into the assessment Moder.s_i_

treatmentpian.. In keepihg with the original report he assessment sub-s
L ) .jectively ascertains t e extent to which a Chicano alcohol abuser/alcoholic

. problems areitbe.msqlts of
(4

loyalties, values,
.

oIn Concluding, those Chicincis whose self- attributed identity. are more of
an engringa.do nature" can offered a therapeutic programam based on Anglo,

and traditions.

American cultural vilues and in English. Chicanos possessing a biringual-
bicatiral identity need tobe offked a bil}ng.ual-bidultuz-a.1 treatment ,

-model for impcimum.ibenefit by the client. Casa Del Sol has taken this step.

A.-researh analysis of the cultural. assessment Model yvill complement :this,

:report. It willAconfinn or reject that this operational Que stionniare

technique used at.CaSa Del Sol is\viable.
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Appendix I

Section

Special Impact^ Area.;--

Description and Demographic Data

San Arito- nio, Texas
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CHARACTERISTICS. OF THETARGET'POPULATION'
-w-,-,,

The target p 'Litton in..Thich the Mexican, American Unity

'*'''i

Council Casa Del 'Sol Alcoholic-Halfway House concentrates its

_services is within MAUC's Special Impact Area (SIA) which is a

(30) square mile area located in the West'and Southwest qt adrants

in the City of San Antonio.

There are 33 census tracts which formulate. MAUC's SIA

catchnent area:

116. 1501 1601 1606 1703 17 1715

1104 1503 , 1602 1607 . 1704 1711'

1105 1504 1603 1609 1707 1712,

1106. 1505 -,1604 1701 1708 1713

1107 1511 1605 1702 1709 1714
J

Two census tracts are within Xelly:Air Force Base.

1610'

1614'

11.

2'

5'

0.

.



,Attached on Appendix I (A/B) are statistical table.reports which-

denotes the relevant social characteristics'of MAUC's Casa .Del Sol .

target population. .
,, _ r/..

;.. .
Table 1: describes the population ethnicity of the (SIA) -or S

which-182,781 or 88-.-2%, of the SIA's "total population of 207,1.92 are

Mexican American. ITiis 182,781 figure constitutes 50.6% of San

Antonio's 361,333 total. Mexican AMerican population.

Table 2: denotes the'strong fami7,y otierrtation among the (SIA's.)
. -?

families are categorized as .husband/Wife; however there is a.
c

significant number of female- head faualies which ise8,288 or 18.9%

of the total. Of these a' icant (ag,of. now undetermined per-
_

centage), constitutes 5,788 families redefv-in,g welfare.or other forms,

of public assistance.

Table 3: indicates the.aveiage yearly income bf this group

for'1970 was approximately $887.00 despite increases in payments

since 1970, their pOsition cost of living has definitely
y

worsened-in the past six (6) years. se ,women along with, their

-1dren form the group of residents with ,_the largest list of short
term and long term needs.

Faced with the reality of having to subsist on -$887.00 a year,

for the most part, their faihilyi life will continue to "sintegmte;

f

-( -49-
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e

the children1Will grow up malnourished; they will lack the basic material-
,

resources needed for suecess in this society; '6hey will mop out

of school; be unable to a rewarding role la the=econoude life

of the.comtuniey and be- susceptible to.alcolloliisfil, pug abuse;- and

other activities characteristic of poverty.

Table 4-5:-) shows that NAUC's (SIA)spopulation,iS strikingly

young ; The median age' foi; -(SIA) males and females is 214.147 years

and 22.37 years_as-Opposed to 23.147 and 25.80 years.resIiectively

for San:Antonio as a whole.

1.

Table-6: shows the median' income for- (SIA) families in :A-0

was $5,441,with a meandncome of $6,776, while the average size for

''' an (SIA) familyo'in 1970 was 4.45 as opposed to 3.50 fof, San Antonio

- -`.\ amilies
.),...-

.
,.

;,..4... .. .
,n*fe.,s,

---g... 't\.Table 7: illustrates that the. (SIA) residents are characterized..

`
.

by a_low educational level of attanent of 6..23 i:-Er.sWyears;,only

-:19.4%_,having graduated from High'"59.hool; 1:83% haying fourl: (41 or
-

more years .of college, and 114.1% never attending sphodl.

. A Sad Antbnio Police Patrol districting map isincluded.to .
6.

total nuicber.of_drunkindriving alcohol related cases
. .

arrests - account within MAK:Ts (SIA) catehment- area. There are 11
., .

-pt O1,areas., of. w districts 5, #6, 1.7, ap4,118 are.;41.thin MAwhich Aq:

ID4/1 Sol ser:Vibtig,area. (See I -B).

In 1975, the police.StatiStical data shows that there were a
°%,

total' of e572 alcohol related arrests. Qut of this, 2,500 or%54.7%-,

represent's the amoQntsof arrests that took place in districts 5; 6,
.

.r .

1

.1 _
...

r-)n
1 w.



1
7, and 8. In:terms of present arrests, 94% were male and 6% were

female. One significant element that the police data shows is that
. ,

.

the highest. number,of alcOliol arrests are in the age. bracket from'

18-54; years. This same age category reflects the age:bracket on.'which
. .. , --._

,

Casa Del Sol exerts its programmatic efforts bf diverting alcOholism.

The target area clearly reflects those characteristics inter-
.

woven with poverty, alcohol abuse, drugS.juvenile delinquency,

etc, . ,Alcoholpm is just one of the major symptoms of a benign '
rjr?

cammuni5y.
C

c, -

(Map -of the target area, which followed this page, has been removed
because of illegibility)

To 5%

1

I

751- 7-

.1.
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. TABLE 1

POPULATION - ETHNICITY

S±A as

Tot. STA % of SIA Tot. S.A. % of S.A.

Total POpulation. 207,1er, 100
,

654,153 31.67

Mex. Am. 182,78i 88.-22 361,333 50.59

Non Mex.

Negro

Other

Am. White 13,767

8,516

6.64

4:11

1.03

236,390

50,041

6,389

5.82

17.02"

33.32

)

j a

4

'

All families

Husband/Wife.

Other male head -

'Female head

Persons under-_

- 18 years

-TABLE 2 -,1

POPU ION - TYPE OF FAMILY

-Tot. SIA

43,819

33,64i

1,890

8,88

90,5;5

1
.

-% of SIA-16. TotL_S-A,

,.100 155,651

'128',210

4.31 41593'

1B.924 ..* 22,8,48,,

-; y 251,001..
a

I.

9

L.X

, * fie demographic data reflects the 1970 census report:4 !
,

I '

.

a

,as
% of _S.A.

28.15

26.23-

41.14

36.27.

36.06

,

e



PUBLIC DEPENDENTS

r., SIA S. A.
,

.,

...,

)Social Security Recipients , . 9,529 28,687
,-.

Mean Income . $1,220 .$1,1140

alb lic Assistan&e and '- '. 5;178 `1123./12- *-
Welfare .

Mean Income. $ 887 f' _$ 851
...

All males

0-5

10:11i

""'-') 15-19,

20:-2/4

25-311

35-414

.11.5,25/1

55-59

65774

75

Median

ti

TABLE 11.

.t.

. POPULATION - AGE /SEX SIA as
Tot. SIA % of _SU . Tot. S.A. &. of S.A-

99,192-

12,1091

313,085

13,186

11,571-

r -.11

:9,708

-9,121

8,582

we'

\,

3,749

" 3,355

11,11/12

2,253

100% .310,266- 31.97

12.21 32,398. 37-.38-.
-13.19 36,32/1

13.29 37,144 35.50,

3? ;259 .35.87

8.10 21 ,4190 32.79

7:79, z26.97

2,4131 28.39 :

8.65 33,351 25j3
.. .4.3.78 1330-73. 28.'0

' : 3..38 --.
11,103 30.22

* ". /1.28 -. 111,011 ,31.70

I-
'. 2:27 *. 7,39§ 0.116

18.'97 years - .?,

9.

23. ill years

4

!_



TABLE.5

POPULATION - '.AGE/SEX

J
.
a

All Females

Tbt. SIA ,4,4 of SIA
.

Tot. S.A.
-SIA as ,
% of S.A.

108,2110 100 343,927 31.47

0-5 11,720 .10.83 31,323 37.42\

5-9, 12,788 11:81 .

35,389

36.14

14: 12,992 12.00 36366, 35.73./\ -

15-19 12,115 11.19 34;089 . 35.54

2p-24 9,1175 1 .8.75 29,856 31.74

.25-314 11,171 10.33, 39, 768 28.01-
10,957 10.12

.

3,279 28.62

)6A.-7645-54 -9,997 9:21 7, 46 -2

55-59 . 4,216 <3.90; 14,937 28:23

60-64 3,834 3.54 13,370 28.68 ,.' -14

65-74 5,7,?8 5.29 20,125 , 28.46 ,.-. -

'75 3,247 3.-00 12,979 '25-.02
....

r `--'; .
Median 22.37 years v 25,.8 year's

47.

O

I

f

ot-
e.
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ECONOMIC - FAMILY INCOME

SIA .

y.

All Ramilies O 44,015 .

Median
1.

'$5,441 (.

Mean

Family and Unrelated 55,045
Individuals

,
Median

Mean ,$5,427

,Unrelated IndividUals 11,030

Median $1,639

Mean $3,894

Persons 25 pl

No School
;

11-4 years

5-7 ,

8-

9-11

1-3 College

--/4 plus ,

Median

427; High School

-,-draduates ,

3

S.A.

156,218

M,734
6,027

201,5,94

$6,563

$7,855

1'45,376

-$2,546,

$3,820

TABLE 7
,

Tot. SIA %'of SIA Tot. S.A. % of S.A.

X524 100 324856 27:66

12,803. 14.14 , 19,399 65.99

-16,768 18.52
. s.

30,.253 ,A8.81
0

21,057 23.26 49,007 52.96

- 7:929 8.76 26,362 30,08
i ... ' \

14,427, - 15.94 61;165 -23.59
J

12,619' 13:94 78381 16.10

3,266 3.61 32,088- 10.18

1,655 1,83 28,201 5.87

6.23 yelars 10.8 years

19.38% 42.7%
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*, Section! B

...Police Patrol 1/hp and Districts

...Alcohol-Related Accidents

,..Driving While-Intoxicated

Information'
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PINTRfo Ai/A:UMW, 3iti.4 TV) ACCIDENTS
---197-2*-- 1973 *- 1974-* 197.5 _ 1976

- 1 16 30 r"

). 23 j'78

9- 3 -21 29

9, 4 .. 27. .21..

v-5 35 ,17

23 26 28

12

20

26

32

.---6 25 , 25 .. 22
.

9-.17 67 , 40 Lr

9--*8 52 '32 32

9- , 9 32 22 . 26

9-10. 7 5 14

9-11 21 . 2.27

9-12-

305 250

36

45-

20:

35

293 173

26
u.

34

29

12

30

( DJUNRJNG DRIveit ARRESr..
-1972 -13473, .4974* 19751

133. 2886

95

91

. .

78

57

116

111

...)3%

5-

.16

71

91.

81

65

52

.1)0

105

44.

34

-17

61 32

62

50

5.9

69

75

29

10

17

6'8 C

.2

7

21 2

159 389 773 -537 145 27!

C(NC)T, RELATED DRINKING1973 * 11374* /975 1_1976 I 19 )2.* 1973*
DRIVER

1974
A RR Sot 13: S

1975 197i
11

14 2.

11

29 4C

3.9

14 2E

20 34

6 9

** 10 20

26 26

22 27

43. 43

24 17

18 26

28 3

13 21

17, 17 13

t

201 . 230 22



'.-.ST .1972
a

3

4

9

.10

11_

12

1973 * 1.974 * 1975 1976 1972
-23 22 23

-15 21

21 - 31

15, 17

13_ 14

25 33

33 /.2

9 6

10 8

10 12

20 21 , 25

3 43.

20 59

55 A63.

47 3'4

51 40

24 '41

= 6

3.6 4- ag

27 i 31

18 26

16 .54.

;/10 r 48

39 46

'23

10 48

16 12

12 '20

14 20

1973 1974* 197 1976
4-5/ 33 19 11

41 63 35

95 77 '29
....

86 . 66 '59

i34 20 - 39

59/ 63 74

37 .33 26

17 9 31
.

11 10 5

10- 3 110

12 '5

22

15

42

56

58
. .
22

174

VRol
IST 1972. 1973 I 1974
.1 25 28 . 22

2 32 16- 31

3 9 3:5 13

4 14 24 ,14
t .13 /5. 14

201 214 337 340 337
.

447 322.- .332 296

10 12 3.6

s:ts -9 15

9 10 7 6

10. 1 2 2

3.14. 130

3

CCTDENTS DRINKING 'DRIVER ARRESTS
1975 1976 E 1972 * 1973 *' 1974 * 1975 1976

16

21

46

36

. 6

19 66 112

15' 66 57

42, 25 32

20 53 65.
.1

42 3.3 '14

7

30 13

7 6

1' 2

65

43'

26

38

25

3

9

13

3.

3.0

15

- 55

24

20

15

41

19

29 45

8 5

130 148 145 242 , 311 227 . 161 145
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DIST 1 197.2 * 19 A * I 957-

'-- 1 .10 . 6 IO '- 0....

"7.)-)
..4.. 3...4 -13 .,30

.)r
5-- 3 9 . 17 13

:
5 4' 13 12 14 -

i-15 11 21 IC) "
a

5-16 2i 10 :. 13

5 1.7 18 16

5:-.7Sr.8* 15 . 8 .

5:-. 9 . 9. 12

5-,-10, '12 10

5'11 7 10

5-12

DRIDIKIUG DRIVER TiRMESM-
1972 19-43 * 1 A74. * 1974,

2,0. . 10
--

38 30". . i9 . 82 .; 3 &
r

-4 oz. ,.. . :

260 25 -L-26 -77 33
. ------r.. 7

.1,,..1:§ . 19 26 -. "( 65 ,2:
..JA1 .

-4.. 1 ' 24 - ?2 :.:53 -21

-22 18 13 118' 62
0. °Vt..

-*"19- 15 91 63
.

".14 13. .23 . '46 3D

='22: 3.1 -

, -6 . 11

-13 11

"
)1()A

-DIST 1972
6 1
6-- .2

134 141 129. 342 327 215 180 212 630 322,

11

21 36

RELAT:cD cc:TDENTS 131kINKING
1973 1974 1975 1976 1972 1973

18 343 26 40 .. 22 .26
_

47

6-:- 3 15 18

6 4 ' 18 16
r6' ,;: 9 12

6-7; 6. 6
.

6-7. .10 13 .- .."

6 6 .", 11

6' 9 9

3.0 6

COTAL 1.15

32 38 35

- 17 26 41,

2.4 :29

8 32

16 33

14 42

?_41 20

5 9

6

5 5

16

47 40.

18

.1 20

43

25

18

'21 I,3 '1

149 155; 377 369

39

10E,

27

12.

22

22

9

15

19

12

11

10

8

7

8

.

DRIVER
19_744

-`-- :34

\ 51

h
20

5"

z- 12

12

7

7_

8

3
'

ARRESTS .1

197'5 3.976
79 el
68

74

48

55

68

38

33

59

52 -

35

51

59-

3

5

3

2

2

4

10

164 167 182. 653-v 61
_
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ALCOHOL RiikTED ACCIDENTS
1974 1975

° ORINKING. DRIVER -A ,RESTS1;..-
1912-* l 1973A 1974i; 1975 X1976

53 . . 50 4 . 48
I

52 .33. 35's 24

3 - -4

3.15

3-1:7

3.4t8

3- .9

16

12
'

.6

28 36

`23 ;22:

25 45

15 23
I

22 31 .

.

10 1.3"

8

22 18 22 : 21
..-',-\

. ,
, .: ,.:
- 75 66 ' 749 I 17

.

102 s.118 ,147 I ')'15.,
.i-

29 '24 11 .."=-1.8

40'. 40 36 ' 26

.3. 8

2 _2 (
' 146

V1TRoi
DIST

4-7 1

4 2
47 3

4 4
4 -: 5

4%6

-Z2

175 223
,1

19.7 213 435

43
.

37

21-

74

24-

.47

424 442 . 205 280-

L _For, E.,1T13D CCIDE TS
1972 * 1973.* 1974 1975 1976 19 i2

18 12 . 18 43 35 7'0

32 26. 35 57- 43 46

19 14 34 40. -36 j43
26 - 17

27
39 ....27 62.

15 .13 1 16.. 12 30

10 11 19 : 17 32 .30

13 16 25 13. 19 19
.tf

132 8 13. 50 44 19

12 '8 14 27-

10 14 13 17

OTAL 168
*.

139 '207

DRINKING DRIVER 'ARRESTS
1973 ti '1974k 1975 1976

54 34

'49 56. -
30 24

56 37

-22 14

21 10

15

16

3.3

18.

28

-91 66

8,0 41..

25

19 19

23 15

10

33 36

273 - 248 263 294

1

250 329 222
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. ' .1Ef'ORT i>ERIOD:-. 0 an ui.ry Sep tember .1976

:ROI A1COSOL 'RE 1.,P.,141.1 ACCIDENTS I D.RINKI. G' DRIVER ARRESTS
D1'.) 5 3.933. 1.973* 1974-* 1975 1976 1 19724; 1973k i'

- 2t 14 '20 24 16 84 , 4004
1- 2 14 .13 w..-

,
12 %.36 5,8 62..

:1- 4.2
1

15.: '* 23.

.1- 4 .15

1-1'5 6 6 -1.0

1-F6 16 12

1- 7 3 .! 13

1- Ili 13 11 20

1- 9 11 7 13

1-10 28 22 24

"I -11

1-12)

22. /24 -29

13 28

25 -20 f,28

18 43. 32

20 18 31

24 65 p

14 8 ,;,t 51- .

107 . -96

1976

57

4.1

34,

52

.54

33
N

.0" -151 . '115 .155,.\ 203 18.8 487. 506 . 412 389 .,406

'ATROT
DIST

1 14 17

2- 2 23 22

2- 3 27
3

a- 4 _ 24

2- 45' 14 14.

RE T.. ?!.1:

1972k 1973. 1974:=

2- t6

2-V7 24 21

2-15(8 22 22

2- 9 18 19

9 9

12 23

Cg:EDENT$
1975 \J 1976 1972. 1973* 1974* -1975

DRINKING DRIVER. ARRESTS
.19 1

65 94 46 .67 87-

94 .69 41

138. .56

157 7 22fi?
92 82 22

44 49 26
,

71 41 44

59_ 55

64 53 61

46 36 36

42

14 36

40 28

28-

36. 31.

14 23

15 22

17 30

OTAL 192,

27

9

29.

38

23

%22

.

27

37

25

79

114

110

71

38

44

46' 51

187 213 227. . 2.15 677 838 570. 309

31'
,

25G-

30

129

--167
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ALCOHOL RELATED ACCIDENTS
IST' 1972 * .1 73 * 1975 1976

DRINKA.NG DRIVER ARRESTS,I try* ckf., 7,3 * 1974 * 1975. 1978
1..)6 3:66 119 3i

.89 , 75
Z'

4G

,412, 101? 49
li----' .

1101--

-85

77

146

137

DIST

414 '355 466 250

RELATED Al:CIDE.E.T.
1974< 1975. 1 1976 x1972

* ** **

1157 1020 888 189 °

-34

27

4-9

35

30

-17

DRINKINd.' DRIVER ARRESTS
1973 1974 1975. i :1976.

24-

274 196



ATROLA A40C;f4HOL RELATED ACC1Dg.NTS
19 7'4 19 rsDiST

7- 3

7- '14

7- 53.

7- 1!'

7-4'7

7: 9
7-10

7-11.

rovi,

PATIZOI
DIST

8- 1
8- 2

8-' 3

.8- 4

8- 5
8-

8- 7,

DIZIN/Q.NG DRIVER ARRESTS
1973. k 1974 19 /5 (1.-1674,

41

55 5.5

93

112

\ 91

61 53.

23

17_

12

93

-94-

. 26

90

54

10

14

34.

76 -

32.

- -36

7..

14

16

245 290..

1972 *

36

40

. 444,

Lcni.Tryr4- RET.AED AcCID EATS
1973 * .1974" 1975 1. 1976 2972 * 1 1973 * 1974* '1975

'520 607 503 413

. DRINKING DRIVER ARRESTS

3-4? 35

26 . _43

20

36

19 25 63

. 28 24- 27

20 2)6.

1". 11

16 t. 15

m i 131

' PO

98

22

'1

7 10 . 12-

100 . .34

72 21

35 73

57- 30

35 40

3

_11

15

6

8-10

12

TOTAL

3 6

63

162 17.0: 221 206

I . .

393- 378- 339: 207
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. XLCOHOL RELATED. ACCIDENTS k ...1 _ . " DRINK tilt; DRIVER ARRESTS

- 1972 4,9,73...* ,19.74 ..i" :.4]:975 19,76: ,1 (41972 * 19.7.;i * ,., 19.74 1.975 .1.-9- 76.

12 19.- 56" 27 15 - 23
., ,.._..

21 18 _38P. 49 j8 -.448,1
,-:

12 -20
L

( '.18
''.-
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..
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:
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3 29 I
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6
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25'-

26

16

14
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13

8

9

3

1974 * -.1975 .1976
46
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6

15
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10.

3.

-.15

5

4
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87 -
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56
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'43

76
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t - 197G T. 1972 * 1973 4 1974 * 19751 .1.,j;
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)
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37.
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/
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x
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l'
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,
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.1

17
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13
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.
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,13
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r
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,
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,
-54
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1
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'''.
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,

.

,

.

:
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3'4
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.

.
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,
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. .
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-
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34
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ALCOHOL RELATED ACCIDENTS°
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.
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SEX OF
SUBJECT

5.0. F.-
AIIRESTS

PATROL. .DTV:
ARRESTS?,

TRKFFIC DIV T, TONAL _.4

.,ARRESTS . ARRESTS
PERCENT 'OF.

TOTAL

MALE r*"" g 2287 1841'. 186 314 94%
,

.7.'FEMALE 121 .126 258 6%

'k rTh
J

'

TOTAL 24 08 19'461-. 19.7 4572 loin 4-

TEST v DWI, 1 DUID 1',47/o/1 OTHER - NONE

RESULTS ARRESTS ARRESTS ARRESTS` -ARRESTS ARRESTS.

NEGATIVE
864* 15

0.01'
a. 04.

0.05
0.09

0.10
0.14

0.15
0-. 2-4

4.0

Ove
0.24
TOTAL

9

6'61

2150

29-9

e 3310

.*Refused Test

t .

5 864*, 398 4586.

TOTAlf ,PERCENT OF
ARRES7S r TOTAL

893 .

88

2,95- 295

861

2150

/ 299

19%.

6%-

19%

47,7;

7%

100%

AGE OF
SUBJECT
.15 & Less

16

.17

S.O.F.
ARRESTS-

PATROL DIV.
ARRESTS

TRA.FFIC ply,
ARRESTS

TOTAL: , I PERCENT OF
ARRESTS. .1_ TOTAL .

18-19 113

20-24 . 358.

-25-34 4t13.

35-44

45-54

55-64

557

403

168

33

75-

sr.

- .118

356 .26

54'7

398 - 42

.304. .51

156 7

48

2- Less than 1%

/8.
52

242

- 740

-1343

-997

758

. 331

83

Less

5%

16%

30%-

22%

17i-

7%

an 1%

2%

6 Less than
4572 - 100%



ALCOHOL RELATED' ACCIDENTS DRINNINC DRIV ARRESTS
6"......

ST '-'- q 2 1973 1974 1 1975 1976 i 1972 1973 19 1975 19)

'0:1_98. t67 232 277 , 690 634 517 . .546

' 265 262 333 2 7. : 993. 1051 7L1- 421
r

) r
3 4 2b3 236 340 274 625 543 523, 298

4 , 223 208 33,4 , 374 : .45e 371 36 422
+-.

5 ; 207' 155 462 2955't, 234 '287 "- 1032

3'46 165 198 . 236 301 221 223 252* 848
! , N

7 -245 290. .i6 44.4 520 607 503' 413 .

8 162 170 221 206 393 3 : i ..

-. 9 414 355 466 250 1157 Inc, 88 .1 189

11 274 . 196
I

_

_

TOTAL

4

.2082 2081 2690 3359 53-46 5061 4336' 4572

-*Pa-tr63.-District shown for 1972-1973-1974 do 'not -comprise the -same
.geographical areas as listed 'tor 1975 due-to re-dist4icting
effective 1 .January 1975.. Therefore, no comparisOns between 1974
and 1975 cankbe made by Patr81 Districts. -.-

f
**Section number 11 was activated effective 1 January 1975. !
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AlcOholism. in the Eliicano-barrios is beginningpb spread in particular areas.

The Lr4Crate of alcohol-related cases and auto accidents occur more.

'frequently in sections "5, 6, 7 and 8 &the City Police Patrol Map. This

sections (5-8) are inside the Special Impact Area where the MekiCan Americano
1 *Unity Council's Casa Eel Sol Alcoholism Program is situated in census tract

%1601*

Alcoholism in this areas are attributable -to the over issuing of alcoholic

Ix:ma:nage licenses. In a proposal submitted to the City Council of San

AntolOo by MAW:. Social Services cenponent, -it stated the following information

aboutalcoholism.

There are no precise figures toy pinpoint the number of. alcoholics in
this city; but it is estimated_that there are between 40,000 to 60,000
alcoholics. This estimation is rased on the following factors.

A-myriadJof establishments that sell alcOhol

2. Sufficient number of Alcoholic Anonymous Groups; and/ or
'similar organizations, and

=3. The number of accidents or arrests related to alcoholism:,

ey conducted by Bexar County Mental Health Mental Retardation Alcoholic

t Porgram calculated that during the year of l976,Kthere were "28,000"

pb3-'sons in San Antonio encarcerated due to public intoxication or accidents

associated with abuse of alcohol.*

*This survey information can be obtained _at Bexar County Mental Health
Mental^ Retardation Center (contact Buddy Bradshaw).

4-
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Pleasuring Ethnicity Among Mexican Americans:

A Prelimjnary Report on the Self-Identity

of .a Latino Group in the United States1

IUTRODUCTIO11

As part of.a larger study designed to systematically examine the relation-

ship between family networks, ethnicity, and public mental health service uti--1"--
lization among Mexican Americans, we have begdn(vork on a scalewhiChwill

, .

measure exterit of ethnio identification. Our goal in th icwork is to describe
\-

an operation approaCh and questionnaire techniqUe for the empirical assessment.- -

and classification of individuals by their degree of ethnicity.' Once completed

we.believe that ,the scale will- be of value4to social and clinical ptychologists
who wish to estimate and/or statistically-determineethe extent to which a

Uexican American's behavior and vale-orientations miy be due to those Cultural-
. stresses and loyalties.prOduced

by the individual's rginal man" status.

The Pl-esence and extent of ethnic identity constitutes an integral àrt
of the larger study because ethnic; identity is correlated with theeffective
integration of individuals into Tualtlal and kin networks Accordingly, Ite

hive. h othesized rat individuals'-.with low as m=t,

UtiesaLscales1 with traditional Nexican values and behavioral norms whq

alstYlack familial
,81p_porknrpandconnunit'adlletworlcintercetors,willbe'

oed accessible mental health facilities. Our

2nntiQa-is-±hat_this will be true since these individuals will be sulliact_to

t He 8 :48

stress-and cultural alienation 0 marginal-U2: because

oft it 'sr° ter exposure to acculturation processts 'and the absence of familial

resources to turn to in solving their emotional problc;bsTo teto/

122
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hypothesis we-intend to delve into the ethnic identity and family structure of.
, )

individuals-of Nexican -descent-who .have sought- or been referred to mental health
. .

facilities.Ae study will also include a random sample of Mexican American

respoddents and families from the general poptilition of several California com-

munities.

The scales and questionnaires Je are-developing will give both of our

sample populations a speCific identification which goes beyond the Conventional

descriptive labels of "Spanish surname, ierican of flexican descent,"

"Mexican American," or "Chidano." The latter terms are among the most frequently

used to describe.a group of -people who number. more thin seven million-in the

United States: In our view, these terms are inadequate since they do notin any

way convey the broad range of cultural awareness and loyalty, ethnic pride, and

self-attributed identities among these people:

shoUld note that there live peen a number_ of Studies which have attempted

to identify the cultural.and Psychblogical traits of Mexican AAricanS

Ramirez. 1959.-.; Grebler, Moore; and Guzma.4. 1970; Penalosa, 1953; 1970). HoW-.
, .

ever, 14. is eqUally-imporianttonote that.in contrast to.the approachan4'"

technique presented here these studies have relied ow-attitudinal and social

psychological scales largely derived "from the analysis of EngliSh-speakinn Analo

Americans.

The approach we take isbased on,some tenets:of cross-cultUral psychology

and on the anthropological' literature. We have assumed that biculturality4d/..,

or degree-of acculturation rests on a particufar'configuration of culturally

Opposite behavioral and-attitudinal traits_ and/or opposing cultural loyalties.

-The purpose of this report is to specify haw we have begun to operationalize

this approach in the development csf a scale to measure ethnic idenfitication and
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the context and range of cultural heterogeneity amongllexican AmeriCansl

NEASUREhgT AUD ASSESSiiE1!T OF ETHNIC IDEi1TITY

The scale that we have developed is intended tolocateAndividuals,on a

continuum ranging from. high Eiexican .cultural identity, awareness, and loyalty
,

to the adoption of high Anglo American identity. To achieve this, we have

develcipeda scale called the Cultural Awareness and Loyalty Scale (MS): The

scale-is designed.to measure.ethnic identification across six dimensions. Each

dimension is conceptualized along-a continuum intended-to'result in.the place.:
.

.- . -. .

.
.

ment of a.1 individual somewhere along ,the continuum, according to the respOnses
.- .

-
..

given on a series of questions:: From the composite' of scores-on the -six dfmen-

sions we can then specify with accuracy an individual's degree of-ethnic iden-_

tification with traditional values and behavioral norms.

The six dimensions of the CADS S-along- witesome elaboration of how each
- "

dimensidn is concepttlalized follows..

1. LAM:URGE FANILIARITY AND' USAGE

-Continuum: -Spanish English

A. Awareness
. _

Usage of Spanish and/or English

Respondent's identification of type of Spanish spokenacademic,

Chicano Spanish, etc.

Respondent's source of knowledge of Spanish and/or Egplish

Respondent's evaluation of spouse's knowledge, usage, and type Df.

Spanish

Respondent's evaluation of parents' knowledge: usage, and type of

Spanish-

Rspopdent' evaluatio6of children's knowledge, usage =and type o
of,



%V

ea, .

t`a,

c .

B. Loyalty

Language of-respondent in familial-and social communications

Language of respondent's preferred TV station; radio station, newspapers,
^ror

_magazines, books,-etc.

Language proficiency: Efforts made tO acquire and maintain Spanish
.

\language use by-respondent and respondent's family members.
:MA

Language value atributed,to.knowledge of Spanish as a compOnent ofa.

identity and cultural continuity.

CULTURAL HERITAGE
.

Continuum: nexfoo United tes

Awareness

:

...Knoilledge off Mexican and American cultural symbols historical events
_ ,

. .and.pe tonalities. _current-events and personalities.

.KnoWledge of local Sparesh-speaking community affairs, events, and

Krsonalities.

Loyalty

Dreference for !77 -Tcan orAnglb cultUral symbols

Perceptions of fleXico and.United.States as soc(p- cultural arenas
,.

Trips (vacations) to Nexico and within the United Statesfrequency

.and &ration,

Celebration and-involvement in Hexicen and/or American:holidays

-Preference in food and entertainmentmusic
2

'art movies, sports

Interviewer's observations and 'inquiries aboUt the cultural content

of household items on hand
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. ETHNICINTERACTION

Continuum; Mexican Americans -- Anglos

Ethnicity df associates when respondentwas a child ,and an adolescent-

Ethnici ty of present associates--friends, coworkers-, neighbors

Residential location and ethnic composition of neighborhood

Voluntary.organizational memberships: Mexican American or Anglo groups

Endogamyexogamy

ETHilIC PRIDE AID IDEHTITY

Continuum:- ;4exican -- Anglo

j.

Self-affirmation of.perceived ethnic group vi

Respondent'sjself- attributed identification'with-a group name in different

situations (i.e. Chicano, Mexitan American, American of Mexican descent).

Respondent's evaluation of parent's,t.spouse's, and children's self-

attributed identification with a group name (i.e., Chicano, Mexican

American,-American of Mexican, descent)

First name preference (Spanish.or English version ) and usage of respondent
.

and spouse and children

Respondent's self-attributed blood heritage: Mexican Indian, mestizo,

.(Mexican Indian-SpanishY,-Spanish, other

Respondent's attributiOn of behavioral traits and cognitive-skills to

individuals of varying skin color (i.e. , dark to light)

Intevi etler!'s perception of respondent Mkin-color

DISTANCES. ETHNIC DISTANCE AND PERCEIVED DIS6RIMINATIOIT

Continuum: High ethnic distance and perceived discrimination
:.

'Lou ethnic. distance and perceived discrimination.
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A. Awareness

Claim knowledge about differential .treatment of Anglo and _Mexican

American in distinct social and economic spheres

Pereived discrimination: stress and avoidance associated with

membership in ethnic group'

B. Loyalty

Paintenance of ethnic distance from Angio.and/or gexican Americans

Preferred ethnic identity of associates

4.::GENERATIOUAL PROIITY TO ioqco

Continuum: Mexico -- United States

Birthplace of head of household and spouse and their parents, grandparents

and children

Length of resided in Mexico and United .,States of -head of. household and

spouse and their parents

Mintenance of communication with familial ties in flexico

Maintenance of contact with ivkx-i-CarCsociety

family affairs, religious and social obligations)

visits for

Years of education in Eexico and/or United States of head of:household

and spouse and their parents

OUTCOMES
+Dr

Throug6 the CALS 1..e expect to be able to estabqish,typologies (f.e.,,cate-

pries). of 1lexican Americans which ,can be placed alma a-coptinuum- rang ng from

high Nexican identity to high "American" identity. These categories will altov

and in
.

.

the Iona run. add greater-pteCisfonto social science research involving Nexican
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.Americans; For too long we have seen:the growing accumulation of social science
research on the_ Mexican American result in generalities about this Latino sub-

group with little or no attempt.made toltasure the tulturalheterogene
C,11 ic-AN4

the groo_nor to establish a precise index of the range of identities assumed

by Mexican Americans: Only when we are able to specify with some degree of , -

\-./
---

111,7.Steoiti9.It-IPA Itlitc.thiva
i preclsion an individual's (or ethnic` nroupsst self attributed. ethnicity will we

.be able to employ social science methodologies to analyze the behavior and solve

the social problems beseiging Hexican Americans.

From the perspective of the larger project, an irnediate therapeUtic bi-
-prixtuct of the CALS be ,that mental _health 'iorkers rli l i he able 'to

tain the extent to With airTexican American Client's nrobl errs are the product.
o u tutaaci:al.Byusing the CALS; the mental health worker"will
also know whether the idividual's problem is due to the incoMpatibility be-

tween self-attributed ethnic identity, awareness-and pride; and his'relation-
-ship and, perceived status in the larger Anglo AmeriCan.community. Thus, for 41416-:
example, an individual with high nexican idenifty and awareness *should not be

offerei 'a therapeutic program, based on'is.nglo Anierican _cultural, values and

English.:-.Similarly, an individvl whose identity and cultural awareness is
closer"- to the Anglo AmeriCan end of the continuum w.ould not be benefitted by

a Spanish speaking therapist who emphas:ized bicultural values therapeutic
setting. 9stlzz.those individuals whoa do-,have a. bicultural identity cane be

identified and offered appropriate therapeutic programs.

To conclude.we.wouldi suggest that a similar approach could be fruitfully
used to study other bicultural. Latino groups in the United States (e.g., Puerto
Ricans and Cubans)-. lie also 'believe that -the approach ,Could be extended to the
analvsis-of 6i.cultural:Latin.Pmerican populations such as Cholos in Peru and

.5;

"
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Ladinoized Indians in Mexico and

concrete method.for categorizing

, self-attributed ethnicity.

Guatemala. Such an approach-would provide a

members of these groups according toy their
1

4
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES

BERramEy DAVIS xislasm LOS A,Ncrixs 2uvrItSrOE SAN #..../FRANCISCO

...0

Mr. Ricardo Jasso
Mexican American Unity Council
Casa del Sol Residential Unit
321 lGrio City Road
San Antonio, Texas 78207

,Dear

SANTA BARBARA SANTA CRUZ

SPANISH SPEAKING MENTAL HEALTH
RESEARCH CENTER
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 9CO241

September 16, 1976

I wait to thank you for your recent letter. The work that

you have done on the cultural assessment questionnaire is certainly
interesting, I am glad that you have been able to use the conceptyal

scheme for cultural assessment begun by Dr. ManUel Carlos and myself.'

The kind of work that you are doing on the questionnaire very much

resembles the kind of thing that both Dr. Carlos and 'I believed had

to go into such a questionnaire and are presently working on ins some

of our own mental health work. I shared your information with,
Dr. Carlos and he aTso is very much in agreement with me about the
usefulness of the work that you are doing in San Antonio.

The work being done.at Casa del Sol sounds very interesting.

With your'permission-I would like very much to be able to write a

short piece oh the program there at Casa del Sol and about the _work

that you are dOing on the cultural assessment questionnaire. What I

would do would be to use the material that you have sent me to write ,

a short article for the next.research bulletin that we are presently

preparing. What I,will do is write the piece, give you a telephone

call and read it to you over the telephone; see if you.agree with

what I have written and then proceed with Ayr permission to include

it in our~ research bulletin. I'm very confiRht that.the'kind of
service program that you are offering at Casa del Sol coupled with

your research will -,be of great fn the readers of the research

bulletin.. Again thank you very uch for the material that you have

sent me and I will be'in touch with you shortly.

AMP:dyc

- Sincerely,

Amado M. Padilla
Director



SAN LUIS VALLEY
COMFTERENSIVE COMMUNITY
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CLINICS AND ADMIN. OFFICE: 1015 4th St. Alamosa, Colo. 81101 (303) 589-3671CLINIC OFFICE: 402 4th Ave. Monte Vista, Colo. 81144 (303) 852-5186

December 3, 2976

Mr. Ricardo Jasso Chief Counselor
Casa, del Sol Alcholism Project
322 Frio City Road
San Antonio, Texas 73207 s

Dear.Mr. Jasso:

In the summer. months, I had the opportunity to work with the Mexican
American Unity Council in San Antonio, Texas. worked at the pre-
theraputic nurser-y under the supervison of Ray Sanchez. I was an in-tern with the Ford Foundation. At this time,, I would like more
nation concerning your program..

I.ampresentlyJemployed'ap_a Comprehensiv1CommunitYTMental,HealthCenter. in Colorado-aS an Educational Specialist. Therefore any informative materials you can send to me .at the above address will be,
appreciated.

. /

Sincerely' yours,

riscilla Lujan
Educational Specialist

J

. OFFERil:G COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALT3 MARE FOR THE ENTIRE SAN LUIS VALLEY



LA FRONTERA CENTER
1033 SOUTH 43141 AVENUE

584-9020
TUCSON. ARIZONA 83713

December 10, 1976

Ricardo Jasso, Chief Counselor
Casa, ,del Sol Alcoholism Project
321 Frio City Road
San Antonio, Texas 78207

Dear Mr. Jasso:

Z am the?coordinator of an alcoholism unit at
La Frontera Center in .South'rucsonr Our popula-
tion is approximately 50% Mexican American, with
varying degrees of "cultural awareness and loyalty."
We would be most interested in finding out more about
your cultural assessment iestrument and the value.
it has for you in developj..ng your treatment plan.

Thank you .for your cooperation.

MF:pm

With best wishes
,

A..AA.A.

Maria Frasel.M.Ed.
Alcoholism Coordinator

--.
!" . "ss,

Outpatient Facility of naafi Southern Counties Mental Health Services.

13z-



UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA 33152

SPANISH.FAMILY GUIDANCE CLINIC
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Ricardo Jasso.

Casa del Sol Alcoholism. Project.
San. Antonio, Texas.

Estiraado Sr. Jasso:

Enero 18 de 1977. .

ti

2121 S.W. 27TH AVENUE
MIAIVII:FLORIDA- 33145

(305) 8591800

He leT.do, en el Research Bu11etin del Sp.ani41.
peeking Mintal Health Heseafch Center, que ustedes ban estado

iisando un interesartbe "cultural .assessment ::nstrunent-. YTendria
17d. la bondad de en-v-iarnos una. copia?'

4

Atentamente,

Jose I. Lasaga

NIAAA Progrdt.

iA private, ndependent, international university
.An equal opportunity employer
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321 Frio City sRd.

March 15, 1977

-
JeSse Guzman _

1114 -IL Capitol Drive
Lansing,, Michigan 148906

Dear Jesse:.

I'm forwarding the subscription -form for the book, .Chicanos In Utah,which, we briefly discussed concerning the agency research study thatwas done there, Also, I'm interested in. the feedback that' you mighthave acquire concerning the culttivil assessment'questiorinair,- ByApril, 1977 Casa, Pei Sol. pould kncif how the instrument hasbeen. We strerigthly feel. that philosolihi,caLly, and- its cultural-psychological imact is irnmrsible.-

Jesse, call or write during the motioned time, and >i c "Legallyand morally" release tiv whole eancept.to'.21.1 IChleamos zhanthat can utilize it ,Them .haS.,..t.o.beantozigetcy.cousmaizattklt firstat the local, but progressing to. the national. level (RASPS) e --Gracias and take care,-

RJ:ai
Enclosure

/ e

. Mil -Gracias,

Picardo-J so
Counselor Go4dina. tor

a.



ConsueVo Basquez
Education and Research
2162 Selby Ave.
St. Paul -AT 55100

Dear Basquez,
-raIt was a plermuve meeting you during your short stay in :Stan Antonio.

La Ilatica was able to identify' Unity emzcng those rzejicarzos present.
Since C.A.S.A. daes research I would be interested in finding more
about your. program. Casa Del SoZ Zs also gathering research, but
on barrio alcoholism.

I" am forwarding some Ziterature concerning our program. It viii
entail our services, cznd the article' that was publishid in Octeber,
1976 describing the CullizraZ Assessment M iodel.Ths model is useef

measureeasure ethnicity in reZation to goareness and loyalty. rt also
identifies cultural conflict which can be at the roots of the drink-
ing prob lent.

Do not hesitate to caZZ.; but 1'ZZ await your information about
C:A.S.A.,

aj

l Gracias,

Ricardo jasso,
.Trecrtment Coordinator



Ph.d.
Spanish- Spew Mental Health
Research , %titer
'Los Angeles, 'California. 90024

321 Frio City Pd.

Dear Amado:

Tliough,, it: lias been sinCe, October, 1976,that the article concerning Casa Del
Sol was published describing the Cultural Assessment Model, Casa. Del Sol, is
.Very gratefla and happy.: The exposure in the Research.1111.1qtin initiated -a

. series of letters from different states working with.ChicarioSki Rental
.health clinics and other treatment facilitieS. I :forward then911 copy of
the.paper..developed by yourself. and' Dr. Carlos (flea.sUrin" g Ethnicity Among
Iv.exican-Americans).

The original questionnaire that was deVeloped from the conceptual scIr_rie of
\ J the paper was not Tailed since we are still testing its validity at Casa Del

Sol. The cultural assessment model has enabled Casa Del Sol to,gain recog-;
niti.on locally with other agencies worldng with Chicano alcohol 'abusers, but.
it can be used to assess ,Chicanos in any setting.

7

The main purpose of the cultural model at Casa Delt61:is to identify
ciLltwial conflict and anbiv-tiency in the tirst" five (5) variables as a
probable cause.for the iridik-idualTs alcohol problein.. Of'course, there are
maw reasons for its usage, but the main point is that it allows the patient
to becane more culturally aware.

I will be attending the workshop in Tucson, Arizona; AiNinth Annual Confer-
ence/Southwestern Center for Behavioral Health. Studies, Inc., Fay 16-20,.
1977. I saw your noire on the Agenda, and if possible, I would like to dis-
cuss the /assessment with you to clarify some questions.

.

Thank you for your tine and hope, to see you there.

Sincerely,

PJ:aj



UNIVERSITY. OF MIAMI.
'CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA 33152

Dorita Marina, Ph.D.
-1114/rDir Vommunity Consultation_ & Educ.

SPANISH FAMILY GUIDANCEanuc-
DEPARTME:NT OF PSYCHIATRY

SCHOOL.OF MEDICINE

RicardoJasso
..Chief Counselor
Casa del Sol Alcoholism Project.
321 Frio City Road
San Antonio, Texas 78207

2121 S.W. 27TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33145

(305) 854-1800

19 May 1977
.

Dear Mr. Jasso:

I am wondering how your research using the cultural-assessment
instrument of six variables is coming along....I would really appreciate
receiving acopy. of your instrument plus any results that you may have obtained
by now from the administration of such instrument. Thank you verymuCh.

YourS truly,
.

ti

Dorita Marina, Ph.D.

A private; independent,. international university.
:A equal-opportunity employer



DoritaZhrina, Ph.D
Co unity Consultation & Ec'iuc. .

University of. Itari
23.21 S.W.' 27th Avenue
/tare.; Florida 33l15

-

. Dear 121.D.

At this partioilnr rammt th.e tural assessment questionnaire is
being proce.:ssed to see how effective our bilingual-bicultural approach
has been. The cultural assessment is extremely.difficult to write about
in a St)ort letter, but it correlates and cultural conflict as
a prObable cause for the drinkirg history. FtLults arq, not yetable. forwarair- &you an 1..-nact,evaluation o_ f the cultuial assess-`rent Of course, the assessaent is inclusive in the overall evaluatiort
but provides some tentative results. ,(.
The'cultural assessment questionnaire eneiles the comselor to initiate
a more reF,:listic cultural relevant treatment plan. aiclosed is a copyof the gel: the scales that are being evaluated.

If I.can be of ry.other assistance, 'Please write or call.
X -

Sincerely,

Ridardo Jasso; Chief Counselor
Casa Sol Residential Unit
321 Frio City Road
(312-225-4117)

a



Fn.D. Amado Ppt-111
University of California
Spanish S.p:eaking ffentch. Health. research Cent
Los Angeles,' California 90024- 7 :

Dear Arthxio:

L I an forwarding four (ID different questionnitires with a complete analysis
with the exception of d . "Also 'I an forwarding an impact evaluation ofCasa Del Sol that was done by Dan,Ingo P_ ueno. Since the cultural-assessment
questiannaire'was irrplemented in,Tuly, 1976 along -with:lthecultural aware
ness classes the evauation measures the inpa.et of utilizing

treatment model.
. .* .

The feedback and reinforcement provided in Arizona concerning the culturalassessment was extremely positive and shed more light to continue working
the model. Vlat I would like to do. is analyze the questiornaires t_o seehog =eh conflict, awareness, and loyalty can be identified in the six (6)basic variables. Of course,, then identifying the generational differences -and their relationships with the Intensity of conflict, as a probable cause,fdr alcoholism. - sr. _

_

let me know if -you received the rrat-:eriP3 and your feedback:

Ricardo Jassol-' ler Counselor
Casa Del Sol idential
321 Frio City. Floa...d

(312) 225:4117
San Antonio, Texas 78207
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of Substance Abuse erviceseoemi
R. :A. S. A. S.

1114, N; Capitol Ave:

Lang , .48906

(517) 484 -0051.

Ricardo Jasso

CASA del Sol

321 Frio City Rd.

SAN Antonio, Texas, 78204

Carnal,

Aqui to mando some infromation on our activities here in Michigan.

This will probably give you a better picture. of what we're doing and what

we're all about. I would also like to Thank you and the rest of-the 'staff

for a pleasurable '-although short time i was there.

have reviewed your cultural assesraent tool and .I find it quite

interesting. I- have not had a chance to really-get into the material and

do .justice to an analysis 'but from Xdiat I've review I am imprested. I would

still like to get an abstract from you on how you'wouId present' it in the

form of a work shop or a siminar. If you would submit .this, then I might. be

-Able to bring you. up to Michigan for one or twci days to do .a 'work shop on the

use of this cultural assesmene tool.

Again let me thank you and the group at CASA del Sol for a very hosp-

italble time. Keep in.-touchand perhaps we can continue to -share information.

.Saludes a Todos, good. luck y pa delantzVamos...

Siempre Por La RAZA:

.44fi.shicano C
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